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News In Brief
Budget has 1.5 percent growth
NEW YORK (AP - The $973.7 billion budget President
Reagan will send to Congress proposes spending cuts in 8 of 13
-Cabinet departments and includes the lowest rate of spending
growth since 1965, The New York Times reported today.
Among the departments facing spending reductions under the
Reagan proposal for fiscal 1986. which begins Oct. 1, are
Agriculture, Education, Energy. Interior and Housing and Urban
Development, the Times said.
Defense spending would increase to $277.5 billion from- the current $24.6.3 billion, representing about 27. percent of the total expenditures, the Times said.
If the budget is approved by Congress as Reagan proposes, the
Spending growth rate would be 1.5 percent, the smallest since
1965. Federal officials last month projected the federal deficit for
the fiscal 1986 Reagan budget at $178 billion; in the current fiscal
year, it is more than 8200 billion.
The 1986 fiscal budget will officially be released by'Reagan on
Monday.
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not more snow!

From staff, AP reports
Another wave of winter storms, bringing
snow, freezing rain and bone:•chilling
temperatures, tied np traffic and closed at
least 47 school districts statewide today and
the National Weather Service was predicting more snow for tonight and Saturday.
Three to five inches of fresh snow piled
up in western and central Kentucky overnight and the southeast received a mixture
of freezing rain and snow.
The National Weather Service station in
Paducah issued a winter storm watch for
western Kentucky tonight and Saturday,
and a storm warning 'for' central and
eastern Kentucky. One to- three more inches were forecast by evening, with 'a 90
percent chance of show tonight. pessibly
heavy at times, Bob Watson of the NWS

said. As of this morning, the area had 4 to 6
inches with drifts 1 to 3 feet high, reported
state police'trooper Richard Wright.
_
_High temperatures for tonight were expected to be 5-10 above and in the low teens
Saturday, the NWS said.
Calloway County schools remained :closed. as they have been all week, and Morray
stud,Ots had a day off as well. The Murray
State Board of Regents.meeting slated for
Saturday was postponed.
With gusty winds at 10 to.20 mph. wind
chill factors fell to 10- to 20-below zero in
western and northern Kentucky.
Saturday'-could - be -even - worse.
forecasters said. Moisture from the Gulf af
Mexico will combine wsith cold air from
Canada, creating the potentialor six inches or more of new snow statewide, the

weather service said today.
A -winter storm watch was issued for
tonight and Saturday,. but-lorecaAers-,said
that could change once the exact track (A
the storm was determined.
There were no accidents reported .1f,
either the Calloway 'County Sheriff's
Department or the Murray City Polite as of
early today, as officials are reporting light
traffic in the area.
The snow started in western Kentucky
early Thursday and up to 3 inches of sribv.covered roads- by -early evening.
'They are all-pretty'well+snow coveredand hazardous.".said •state police --dispat•, cher parry _Marine at Mayfield. "Interstate
-24 has one lane blown off, but I think the
cars blew it off more than anything else "

Bomb explodes in front of mosque

Storms slash
across nation

BEIRUT. Lebanon (API - A car bomb exploded in front of a
crowded mosque in Lebanon's northern port city of Tripoli today
- the Moslem holy, day - and Many worshippers were Leered
killed or wounded, police reported.
_
.
The Christian-controlled Voice of Free Lebanon said initial
reports indicated Six people Were killed and at least 20 injured in
the blast outside Imam Ali mosque on Tripoli's Jummeizat street
at 12:45 a.m.
Police And the state-run Beirut radio said exact casualty
figures. could not immediately -be obtained from Tripoli.
Lebanon's second largest city 50 miles north of Beirut.

Elsewhere...
BylrbeAmorimaimkPiem

NAPLES,Fla. - Residents of a subdivision where an uriControlled brush fire destroyed eight'homes armed themselves with
shovels and hosestoshase the blaze as Go'. Bob Graham sendt
National Guard helicopters to douse flames. More than 1,400 fires
have burned more than 10),0)0 freeze-dried acres statewide.
WASHINGTON - The U.S. economy is growing steadily at an
annual rate of about 4 percent and is creating thousands of new
jobs, buksome.analysts--question Whether growth will be-rapid
enough to offset the number of people looking for work.
WASHINGTON - Senate confirmation of embattled Attorney
General-designate Edwin Meese III would send a "devastating
message" suggesting tolerance of shoddy ethics, says Archibald
Cox, the first Watergate special prosecutor.
WASHINGTON - The Environmental Protection Agency is
putting its Attempt to ban asbestos On hold under an unprecedented procedure that leaves the issue to be reviewed by
two other government agencies.
THE NATION - A brutal blast of arctic air that sent the mercury tumbling to 65 below In Utah is dumping snow from- the
Rockies to Ohio and the weather service says up to 18 inches
could be on.the ground in parts of Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma
and Tennessee by tonight with drifts over 8 feet high. Schools
were closed Thursday from New Mexico to Maryland by the
storm that has claimed at least nine lives.
SANTIAGO, Chile - Jose Donoso, one of Chile's best-known
writers, and 24 other people were arrested for_protesting the
dismissal of three dissident writer/ from government teaching
-••••••----- --jobs, police
MANILA, Philippines - The armed forces ehiefwand 25 other
men pleaded innocent today as their trial for murder in the
assassination of Benigno Aquino opened'. DEJA, Portugal .Eight explosions destroyed 18 cars belonging to West German servicemen stationed at a NATO air base in
this southern Portuguese town early today, police said. One person was slightly injured by flying glass. There was no immediate
claim of responsibility for the attack, the second one in Portugal
this Week against NATO targets:
.Tadny in iii.tory
-T-Oday is 'Friday. Feb. 1. the :i2m1 day 01 19S5 There are
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Feb. I. 1920. the Royart'iriiii (ban Mounted 'Police came into existem•e :is the Royal Northet
Mounted Police merged with the Dominion I'D-lice. The Muniit
according to the familiar saying. "always get their man
Talay*-9-birthdays: Singer Don Everly and actin: Garrett Mor
ris are 48. Actor Sherman Hem-sley is 47_
-.Thought for today:,"One ofitte lessons of histnry is that nothirh:
is often a good thing to do and always a clever thing to say
Al Durant. historian I IS55-19Si
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No, it Wasn't 12 degrees below zero, but it was 11 degrees Fahrenheit (minus 12 Celsius) in downtown
Murray Thursday as the latest big storm moved in.

National unemployment rises
by 300,000 people in January
WASHINGTON (AP) Civilian unemployment rose to
7.4 percent in January as the
ranks of the jobless grew by
300,000, the government said today. Many of those were laid-off
Christmas workers who failed to
find new jobs.
The number of Americans
holding jobs rose about 180,000 to
a record 106.4 million, but the
total of the unemployed grew to
8.5 million, the Labor Department said.
Department analyst Deborah.
Klein said that more seasonally
employed women laid off after
the Christmas season decided to
look for new jobs last month than had been the case in recent
years, pushing the rate up.
In addition, she said, the
January survey was done
unusually early - in the second
week of the month - meaning
that the recently laid-off could
have given up the search, in
which case they would not be
counted among the unemployed.
There was widespread stabili-

ty among other worker groups
Jobless rates stayed the same as
in November for adult men,
teen-agers, black, Hispanics and
black teen-agers.
These were the December
figures:
-Adult men, 6.3 percent, no
change from December.
-Adult women; 6.8 percent,
Upirom 6.4 percent.
-Teen-agers, 18.9 percent,
unchanged.
--Whites, 6.4 percent, Up from
6.2 percent.
-Blacks, 14.9 percent, no
change.
-Hispanics,
‘ 10.8 percent, no
change.
Among black teen-agers, the
group with the highest
unemployment, the jobless rate
of 42.1 percent was also
unchanged.
In January, the report said,
the most significant- jobs gains
were in the retail trade, service
and construction industries.
The overall jobless rate has
been moving in a narrow range

from 7.1 percent to 7.5 percent
since last May, but analysts
predict that it will move below 7
percent this year as the
economy continues' its modest
.
growth.
The rate, which-topped out at
10.7 percent near the end of the
1981-82 recession, dropped to 7.2
percent last June, but headed
upward to 7.5 percent the next
month before resuming its
decline to a low of 7.1 percantNovember.
Testifying before the congressional Joint Economic Committee, Janet L. Norwood, the commissioner of labor statistics, attributed the unusual January
gain in construction employment to,,unseasonably warm
weather in much of the country.
An alternate overall
unemployment rate. combining
the 1-1-4.8 million-member
civilian labor force with the
roughly 1.7 million members of
the armed forces stationed in
the United States, rose to 7.3 percent from 7.1 percent.

Farm index falls for second month
WASHINGTON (AP) - For
the second straight month, the
government's farm price index
in January dropped below yearearlier levels, further evidence
A winter storm Watch is in
of a financial crunch that has hit
effect tonight and Saturday.
many of the nation's producers.
A 90 percent chance of snow
According to the latest fltures
tonight, possibly heavy at
released Thursday by the
times, with lows 5 to 10 above
Agriculture'Department, prices
zero. North winds 10 to 20,
farmers get for 'raw products
mph. Saturday snow continudeclined 0.7 percent in January.
ing with locally heavy
Lower prices for eggs, apples,
amounts possible. Highs will
be in the lower teens. North -* *turkeys,' hogs and cattle were
mostly responsible for the .
winds 10 to 20 mph. Chance of
January decline, the departsnow is 80 percent.
ment said. However, Price increases for lettuce, broilers,
LA4E LEVELS
corn, calves and lemons helped
354.3
Kentucky
.temper the losses for other
Barlley Lake.commodities.
- The index, down in January

for .the sixth straight month,
began dropping in August after
holding fairly steady since last
spring.
In December, the price index
dropped below its year-earlier
level for the first time sinee
September 1983. The January
decline put the price index 7.6
percent below a year earlier.
Meanwhile, the prices
farmers Pitid in January held
steady for the seventh coniecutive month.said the department's Crop Reporting Board:
.But those still ayeraged- 0.6 percent above '„their year-earlier
levels.
•
. Department economists say
Overall farm income turned op
in 1984 because of greater pro-

duction and a rebuilding of inventories. They said food prices
rose about 4 percent last year,
significantly above 1983's 2.1
increase.

By MARK BERNS
Associated Press Writer
A massive storm that pushed.
the mercury to 85.7 below zero in
Utah dumped snow from New
Mexico to the Atlantic coast today,sending Texans scrambling
to stores for supplies and
coating highways In Mississippi
-with inch-thick ice.
The Mercury Plunged to 37
below in Minnesota early today:
while south of the storm it was 74
in Florida - a 111-degree difference. Up to a foot of snow was _predicted today in Oklahoma.
"It looks like another winter
mess.- said forecaster _Derrel
Martin in Nashville, Tenn.,
pelted Thursday by freezing
rain and sleet.
An immense bulge of cold air
pressed down from Canada
across the Midwest. Rain. snow
and sleet was falling M an
1900-mile band at the edge of the
bulge, where it hit warmer.
moister air.
Sleet and freezing rain was
scattered from Texas 1:o the
Virginias today. About 7 inches
of snow were predicted for the
Dallas-Forth Worth area by late
today and up to 12 inches of snow
for south-central Oklahoma and
Arkansas.
•
"Everything is gone
m the
Aar).a
shelves," said Barbara froll
cashier at a Kroger's supermarketIn Dallas.
"We are asking people.to stay
at home," said Trooper Dann
Ford of the Mississippi Highway
Petrol. Roads were sheathed today with up to an inch of ice in
the northern parts of the state.
authorities said.
A travelers' advisory was
tre
- for most of the storm
issued
a and for North Dakota.
where . giteong, gusty winds
reduced visibilities to near zero
and the wind-chill index to 65
below zero.
At Peter Sinks in northern
Utah, an automatic weather station recorded a reading of 65.7
degrees, below :zero Thursday.
The National Weather Service
confirmed that the reading
eclipsed a record of 64 below set
on-Jan. 18, 1984.
The lowest temperature ever
. recorded in the continental
United States was 70 beico.v- at
Rogers Pass. 30 miles northwest
of Helena. Mont.. on Jan. 20.
1954. Harry Gordon of the
weather service said. That
record is likely to stand throvh
this cold bout, he added
Temperatures around the•nam
tion at 2 a.m. EST ranged from
37 degreeS below zero at International ifalls. Minn., to _74 at
Key West, Fla.

Needline open for emergencies
Need Line announced early
today. it s office in Murray
would remain open through
today for emergency calls.
with every effort to be made
to assist those emergency
cases in the county. accor- •
ding to Eupie Ward, executive director of Need Line
Food boxes were being filled and distributed. up until
4,:30 p.m. Thursday, accor-

ding to Ward. who explained
that when the storm warnings were first being isSued, her
office began prepar.ing boxes
and taking care of cut off
notices.
"We feel good abo.tit our
people,-. said Ward, "but
we're still open for
emergencies."
The Need Line emergency ..
rt4Itilber is 7534333.
-
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Trip to Belize makes students appreciate

Latin America experience eye-opener for MSU travelers
Hy 'H AltI.
HON El'
Staff VI riter One could call them educational missionaries.
or unofficial ambassadors, or simply _studepts.
Whatever the term. 14 Murray State teachereducation students have just had an experience
in Latin America that opened their eyes - and
those cif the children and adults- with whom- they
worked.
The • benefits of the experience cannot be
measured, but they perhaps extended beyond the
students themselyes. For Belize, the country in
• -- • whirh-the students spent thelast month:tsa poor
Central American country that is not hostile to
the U S - yet.
Organized by Dr Garth Petrie, associate pros
fessor of education. the program placed MSU
students in two Belizian schools. The students
with whom they worked came from homes with
no hot water, and who were learning in a
latigUage - English - that was not their 'own.
The MSU students departed Jan. 3 and returned
last weekend
_
.
Despite a frightening encounter with the
k_luatelnalan nitlitary, the. program was one
students say they're glad they took. part in. Jennifer Lynn and'KAM- Spencer, both graduate
students in elementary education, said it made
them better appreciate the U.S., and what Ws
• like to live in a poor country.
You don't • eGA. how good you have it here.
how- Itickv volt- are until you . go somewhere

•

else.- Said Spencer. "YOu . don't realize hoa
Milt II you lo%
(nriltt.:‘ until you leave thi:.
country."
Petrie said the students have become vigorous
-defenders of the U.S. because of their experiences, and found out how it feels to be a
minority in a multi-cultural country. They have
also gained valuable skills in teaching students
for whom English is a second language, skills
which will make them more marketable as more
non-English speakers enter U.S. schools, he
says.
. Dana-temchr,- /tmtor -front MayffeTd;•ag-we
She was the only student to work with remedial
students, and feels it will help her deal with
Spanish-speaking, special-needs kids in a U.S..
school.
The MSU group also learned more than they
would have liked to about the reality of'civil wa.r
in Central American countries. Their return trip
from Tekal..a site of Mayan ruins in Guatemala.
shook the students up wheritheY were stopped 10
times bySoldiers in a span of 40 to 50 miles. A flat
tire had delayed their return, and as night fell
the roadblocks became more.frequent.
While most of the soldiers were polite, the sight
of bayonets - and machetes was unnerving, and
the students feared they would be stopped by
guerillas. Guards at the Belizian border were
rudeand seemed -to take pleasure in detaining
Arnericans. Spencer and Lynn said.
That trip also brought home the reality of. a

military government: The students passed a
detention camp, which a Belizian compani
on
said was known as, simply. -Hell." Guatemala
appeared to be even poorer than Belize: "You
can.tell everything's going into arms." said
Lynn.

**I ou don't know how good
you have it here, how lucky you
are,until you go NO//14-qt herr elt.e...*
Aside from that grim excursion, the students
enjoyed their sight-seeing trips, and even
spent a
weekend snorkling and sunning on a Caribbe
an
island which Lemon said was "about,the size
of a .
football field."
The benefits of student-teaching in Belize did
not all accrue to the MSU students. The students
they taught learned English from native English
speakers, and the teachers they worked with
learned much about the U.S. way of education.
Jennifer Lynn's teacher was 29, and had been
teaching for 12 years. Kani Spencer's teacher
was IS. Neither had had professional training.
Shortly before Jennifer departed, her teacher
told her. "When you leave, you're going to
be
with us in the classroom for the rest of the year:"
'
The students worked in classrooms that often
lacked honks and were crammed with as
many

as 53 students; teachers often must lecture from
their heads and, on a salary of $80 to $250 a
month, buy pencils for their students. A dog.
wandered through Dana Lemon's class without
attracting notice.
"With what they -had. Iwas very impressed
with what they did," said Lynn. But the children
were particularly weak in reading and science.
she and Spencer said.
"It was so frustrating to be able to only touch .
the tip of the iceberg." said Spencer. "There's so much. we. could -share that • -we-have .a-------- -•• •
chance to."
Petrie hopes MSU will be able to share More
with Belize. Belizian teachers avant degrees in
the U.S. - they can only obtain three-year
degrees in Belize - arid he said 'he'll propose _
MSU offer-acliolarship,s so teachers-mild-016a
to study here.
A teacher exchange between MSU and
Belcast, Belize's one university, is also being explored. Dr. Tracy Harrington, who has been active in developing international exchanges, and
Vice President for Academic Affairs Dr. James .
Booth met with education officials in Belize during the students' stay.
Such student and faculty exchanges, Petrie
says, may not loom large in the world of international politics, but may be one way to strengthen
ties between the U.S. and its southern neighbors
- and, perhaps, help prevent more El
Salvadors.
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Errant Soviet missile 'ceased to fly'
WASHINGTON (AP, - The
Pentagon appears to have been
caught off-guard by testimony
from Defense Secretary Caspar
W. Weinberger that the Soviet
Union shot down one of its own
cruise missiles last month when
it strayed over Norway and
Finland.
The defense secretary had
"not intended" to do that, a
department spokeman said, adding that reports published
about the incident in Britain are
"false."
Weinberger had been explaining to members of the Senate
Foreign Relations committee
Thursday why he believes a
"Star -Wars" strategic defense
system- intended to counter incoming, long-range ballistic
missiles cannot necessarily be
foiled by slow, low-flying cruise
missiles.
While the strategic, space'.
based system itself won't be
able to cope with the earth.
hugging cruise missile,
Weinberger said, other defense

Ft ELI\ t P FOR A SNOW I"
- Business at most gas stations around town during the past 24
hours has been somewhat slow drre to the wintery weather, but the snow
didn't stop Monty Morton and
his 'girlfriend. % alerie Conner from having a little three-wheeled exciteme
nt. While most motorists
wereeither sitting at-home unable to drive or struggling through the clogged
traffic. Morton and Conner
Were zipping through the white powder Thursday afternoon.
1

New England nuns demand apology from Regan

••

WASHINGTON I AP ) Regan that were published in
Treasury Secretary Donald
Newsweek:
Regan didn't mean to single out
Bolton said Regan. soon to
Roman Catholic hospitals or the
take over as White House chief
nuns who run them in remarks
of staff, was unaware of the New
about hospital management that
Englanders' request, but
provoked some nuns to demand
already had sent a contrite-letan apology, a spokesman says.
ter to nuns in St. Lciuis.
"There are apparently some
Leaders of 48 congregations of
misinterpretations of some comRoman Catholic nuns in New
ments he made during a discusEngland demanded an apology
sion," said Treasury-. Departfrom Regan for the remarks
ment spokesman Roger Bolton
quoted in the magazine's Jan. 7
on Thursday after - a group of
issue.
New England nuns demanded - "My heart cannot
bleed for
an apology fol• -remarks by
many hospitals hurt by limits on

Medicare payments, even those
run by Roman Catholic nuns.
Their hearts are big, but their
heads 'aren't screwed on tight.
Most of them need new management," Regan was quoted as
saying.
Bolton said Regan already has
written to a St. Louis religious
order, saying the comments in
the magazine "reflected neither
what he said or meant."
"If somehow,in an unguarded
moment in a totally private
meeting, I could ever conceivably foster an environment

where such a misinterpretation
could take place, I apologize,"
Bolton quoted Regan as writing
In the letter.
Bolton declined to release the
full text of the letter to the
Daughters of Charity.
Sister Kathleen Keating,
chairwoman of the New
England Region of the Leadership Conference of Women
Religious, said the sisters, many
of whom run hospitals, "voted
unanimously to express their indignation to Mr. Regan."
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systems can do the job.
For example, he then added,
the Soviets "shot down one of
their own cruise missiles that
got away from them and was
starting to work its way across
Norway and Finland."
"So there are defensive
systems" against the weapon,
he said.
About two-hours after his
testimony, the Pentagon issued
a-statement declaring that the
secretary had "not intended to
confirm the false reports"
printed earlier in a British
paper, The London Daily
Express.

"There is evidence that the
Soviets are attempting to
develop a look-down shoot-down
system to defend against cruise
missiles," the Pentagon said.
"The secretary was referring to
reports that the Soviets may
have a *limited (cruise missile
defense) capacity."
Laier Thursday. Pentagon
spokesman Michael Burch said
in a further "clarification"
about Weinberger's testimony.
"The secretary did not mean to
imply that the missile was shot
down. The Soviets didn't shoot
the missile down. It ceased to
fly."
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MCCH reports fewer injuries
related to inclement weather
No news is goocinews as far as
public relations director. Hodge,
weather related injuries are
after consulting the staff of the
concerned, with the Murrayemergency room, commented
Calloway County Hospital reporthat there were some fractures
ting few weather related infrom falls and broken bones
juries during the past several
caused by slips on the ice that
weeks.
were treated at the hospital, but
During the weekend of
none of the injuries was
January 19, the hospital did
classified as serious.
report that four exposure cases
were treated. The exposure vic"We were a little surprised (at
tims were treated and released, the low number of weather
according to a hospital related injuries) especially with
spokesman.
this extended period of bad
"There weren't any signifi- weather," said Hodge. "I supcant increases in people treated
pose people are being a little
for things like slipping on ice," more mindful, due to the
said Kathy Hodge, hospital weather."
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Ford, McConnell devising plan
to save federal tobacco program
WASHINGTON ( AP r - U.S.
Sens. Wendell Ford and Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky say they
are devising their own plan to
save the federal tobacco program as an alternative to the
Reagan administration proposal
to phase out price supports and
production quotas.
Neither senator would discuss
details of their strategy, but
they and U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins of Kentucky, will meet
next week with state tobacco
leaders, including farmers and
burley warehousemen, to form
the plan.
Ford and. McConnell met
Thursday with Agriculture
Secretary John Block and they
said he had "an open mind"
about objections to the Reagan
proposal to phase out the program over the next five years.
They urged Block to modify,
the proposal, particularly the,.
provision that would eliminate
the production quota system,
which puts a lid on the number
of farmers that can grow burley.
"We attempted to place before
him the apparent devastation of
the small farmer in our state
who raises a small amount of
tobacco as his only cash income," Ford, a Democrat, told
reporters after the 30-minute
meeting.
They said Block asked them to
return for another meeting next
week, and the two senators said
they took that as a sign that
some agreement could be reach:
ed to at least preserve the tobacco allotment,system.
• Flue-cured and burley tobacco
are grown on about 200,000
farms in 21 states under a
system of price supports and
supply controls that relies pn
quotas granted to growers. Meist
of the farms are relatively small
and the bulk of growers are

Ad(
Clu
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dependent on ott-tarm income.
The program was modified in
1982 so that the cost of pricesupport loans is borne by
farmers themselves through an
annual assessment. The federal
government pays the administrative costs, and remains
subject, to millions of dollars in
losses from surplus tobacco
built up before the "no-net-cost"
program took effect.
Many blame the price supports for pushing domestic
prices up to levels where
U.S.-grown leaf is no longer
competitive in the world
market. T-he administration
wants to return commodity programs to a more "marketoriented" system.
While they declined to discuss
specific proposals. McConnell
and Ford said current administration plans would do
away with the longstanding
quota system and would not offer farmers adequate income
protection or protection from
competing imported tobacco.
Keeping the quota system is
"non-negotiable," they said.
"The issue-is who's going to
grow it (tobacco), said McConnell, a Republican.
Without that system, tobacco
growing would be taken over by
a few large growers, said McConnell, Who added that Block
understood that the Kentucky
problem was' unique because
tobacco is the only crop that can
be efficiently grown in the small
hillside plots.
Ford said any new proposal
would have to include some help
for U.S. farmers competing with
the influx of imported tobacco. •
"If we don't get an agreement
(from the administration) next,
week, then we just have to dig
our trench," Ford said.
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Conrail's Comeback
The federal government set up the Conrail corporation in 1976 to take over six bankrupt or failing railroads and keep them operating for the sake
of cities in the Northeast that would see their
economies crippled ifthe rail service ended. After
the government poured in $7 billion and could not
stem its losses, Conrail became a notorious exam...... p1eoLhaw.not..to-rum wea4lrand.
Not surprisingly, President Reagan came into
office with a determination to get this Corporate
welfare case off the backs of taxpayers. The administration_got permission from Congress in 1981
to sell Conrail to the highest bidder,and Secretary
of Transportation Elizabeth Dole is about to bring
that process to a conclusion. But now the story-of
Conrail,suddenly is that of the ugly duckling that
grew up into a swan, and the government could
be making a big mistake.
What happened? The main thing was L. Stanley
Crane,a retired railroad executive who took over
with a new management team in 1981. He cut 3,500
miles of unprofitable branch lines from the Conrail system, reducing the paYroll by 21,000
workers. The remaining worker# agreed to forgo
some scheduled pay increases, and to work
assignments that increased productivity.
Conzait_begaa_minning in the-black-It-expectsto close the books on 1984 with a toop million FPfit, and Mr: Crime argues that the government
would be giving away a valuable asset if it proceeds with the disposal as Mrs. Dole intends.
Reportedly, the DOT plan is to sell Conrail to the
Norfolk Southern Railroad for $1.2 billion.
On the face of it, the $1.2 billion price looks much
tortsmaltfora railroad thatnetted-V100-million last
year and has an $800 million surplus. Mr. Crane
is promoting a better idea, and we think the administration should delay the disposal of Conrail
so it can be more thoroughly explored.
The Crane proposal is that Conrail be sold to a
new. independent company to be financed by a
public stock offering. The government would get
more money back from its investment he says
and, more important, an independent Conrail
'would help sustain competition in the railroad.in-ilustry merging it into Norfolk Southern or
another carrier would work against competition.
What Mr. Crane has in mind would be in keeping with the administration's aim of getting Conrail back into private hands, with the added luster
of not shrinking the number of competing
-railroads. There are now only six major railroad
companies in the United States;three west of the
Mississippi and three in the East. Letting the nowsuccessful Conrail operation be absorbed into one
of the few remaining companies works against a
policy of stimulating competitive enterprise:'
If Mr. Crane can convince tough-minded investors on Wall Street that an independent Conrail can make it, then Mrs. Dole and the administration ought to he willing to go along. _

Cuddle Up With This Survey, Ann
The results of my Sex or Bowling
survey of American men are in and
the figures have been tabulated.
And I have good news agd bad news.
Pit* .the good newl.- There are
many happy men out there.
Thousands of them talked about the
joys - emotional and physical - of
their married life. It's a wonder they.
ever leave the house to go to work.
Now the tad news. There are
many miserable,frustrated men out
there. It's a wonder that they ever
.
go home.
The actual figures aren't really
surprising. They're about what one
would expect if you ask then
whether they prefer sex with their
mates or some kind of recreational
activity. About 10.000 men responded and it came out this way:
- Sex: 66 percent.
- Bowling, drinking, golf, cud
Ing_iar just about anything:use ••
percent.
.
- Other (which includes those
who couldn't make up their minds or
took this as an opportunity to write
a creepy nOte to my secretary): 12
percent.
Nor does the figure include
several hundred angry-female per-sons who wrote to condemn me as
a male chauvinist pig. (I will deal
sternly with them in a future
column.)
NOw,let us deal with-the bad news
first, since(be honest with yourself)
that's what-you-aye reading this for.
Thousands of the men who
responded sajr that their wives are
cold, unresponsive and about as exciting as a cup of herbal tea.
They accuse their wives of using
sek to. get married .and have
children, then\reject their amorous
advances.
Others say their wives, once pret-

looking back
Ten years ago
Allyson Holt. a junior-at-Murray High School,
was crowned as basketball queen at the Murray
High and Ballard Memorial Basketball game.
Dave Celeya, staff photographer. has pictures
of the home, located on North 15th Street of Prof.
E.H. Smith. "first professor" at Murray State
College, being torn down making way for a parking lot.
Twenty-two rigs participated in the monthly
.ride of the Twin Lakers Four Wheelers, Inc.,
Club in the Land Between the Lakes.
Twentysyears ago
- The Season's average for the sale of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Market is $39.40 for
4.231.832 pounds, according to 011ie Barnett'.
local market reporter.
"Nate Beal, the Gulf Oil distributor. was telling us that his mother saw the Dalton boys when
they were shot down in Coffeyville, Kam She was
16 at the time and said they -were all laid out in.
the street where they were gunned down." from
column, "Seen 8r Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
The Rev. David Stress is pastor of Spring
Creek filiptist Church.
Thirty years ago
Coach Preston Ty Holland of the Murray High
School Tigers has been named as award winner
and member of Bike Web Century Club for his
record of 138 victories in football and 100 in
basketball.
Terry Lee Tracy was installed as worthy advisor of Murray-Assembly- No 1-9 Order of theRainbow for Girls.
Ardath'Boyd of Murray is a member of the
dancing chorus of the production of Campus
,
Lights 1955 at Murray State College to be
presented Feb. 10, 11 and 12.
saillsamanaNW
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business- mirror
NEW YORK (AP) - As usual,
affordability was the-big theme of
this year's annual get-together of
hornebuilders. No mystery about
_ that: If people can't afford to buy,
builders can't hope to sell.
With that rather basic notion in
mind, builders have been holding
the _line
Pfle•eizIeft„ Cutting size. _
using new materials and techni-ques, using factory-built parts and
sometimes even subsidizing
financing.
But a gray patch of suspicion
now seems to be growing about
that subject - or at least its use as
the nearly universal explanation of
why buyers seem less willing to
buy than sellers are to sell.
The suspicions arise about the affordability, argument because
several factors have been introduced into the marketplace over the
past year or so - factors so important they cannot be overlooked.
-Interest rates have fallen.
At their peak last year, fixedrate mortgages averaged 14.66,percent. On January 7, 1985 the nationwide average was down to 13.1
percent.
On a $50,000. 20-year mortgage it
means a saving of $59.24 a month.
ar that being the difference between a
payment, of $446.26 and $557.92.
That's about $700, a significant
sum for the average household.
-The inflation factor has
diminIshed.
Real estate agents knew the
phenomenon well, and they exploited it, telling buyers they must
buy immediately before prices

on

ty and petite, turned into fat slobs.
Many pf them referred to the Ann
Landers survey, which inspired
mine, in which Ann found that 72
percent of her female readers would
prefer mere cuddling to sex with
their husbands.
Says Big B of Cleveland: "Talk
Abut cuddling! I should be the one
cuddled so I could get turned on by
my wife, who has developed a figure
like the Pillsbury Dough Boy. The
only part of her that is in shape is
her right wrist,from turning the TV
knobs all day."
•

ly. After that, it was aches, pains.
love, not make sex. I _can't blame
cards with the girls, hours On the
them for feeling unhappy."
phone with her-mother. and spenThat last letter might be of inding my money as fast as she could
terest to Nick. of Chicago, who
grab it. But I'm patient. This year
wrote: "I prefer my wife in stockour one child finishes college and]
ings with the seam up the back, a
have stashed a bundle and will be on
pink garter belt, high heel furry slip
my way out of state. She,,can have
pers. That's the way I want her
the house - but I'll have the
dressed when I get home and she's
satisfaction of knowing she can't
got the house cleaned, has made dinpay the mortgage,, the lazy..."
ner. walked the dog and wants to
But not all men feel that way. Just
'listen to me about my_ fishing trip
as many wrote about the Happiness
v.ith,the boys. ha
their lives - including many who
Dt-MaCho- Ja-ck,- of San Jose,
are in their 60k and Vs and still say
calif..'-who said: "I think the trouble
they have satisfying sex lives.
with the unhappy broads in this
,Alin of Memphis:-,1 really can't
Tony, from New York. says: "I
country is . that the • wimps don't
complain about my wife, because
don't know what it is. Maybe jiist
know how to treat them. Believe me,
being married to her has really imluck. But I'm 72 and it's still as great
women like a guy who tells them
proved my health. I used to smoke
as 1Cev-er was. Maybe a little slower.
what to do and when to do it - and
two packs a day. Then I took a vow
but so what? I don't have anything
if you have to rough them up a lit.
that! would only have a cigarette
else
to do."
tie, they might complain, but down
after we have sex. I've cut down to
And there are the happy men who - deep they love it.
divorced- now,
less than a pack a year. And as fast
offer-aciviee-4o-the-orthapprinem'— -15trenT8117trie'Melted-Me lkith
as she-g-e-t-§in-to her-hair rollers and
....Sherman,of Glen_Ellyn.
says:
chen-k-nite, then called the cop;and
flannel nightgown; 'and'-hits - that
"After
35
years
of
marriage,
I
have
left me. But that was in a fight over
pillow snoring like a bear,I'm going.
come to the conclusion that there
• money, not sex. 1-m -stilt-trying to
to be in shape to run In marathons
are
no frigid wives, but only inconget her back."
before long."
siderate, ignorant and boorish
Good luck. And maybe next time
Charlie from Virginia: "I suggest
husbands who neither know nor care
she'll stab you over something less
that a total,loving commitment betabout the.sexual._ needs, responses
crass illan_rnoney
weerralban- ancTa woman inCludes
and degres Of their wives. Get with
sex - but as a manifestation of a
it. gentlemen!
marital union, not the totality. But
And Tom. of Youngstown. Ohio. in
I have to honestly say that intimacy
a burst of candor, says: "I have a
with my wife is so incredibly dull,
gorgeous, sexy wife. She is a great_
Heartline is a serVic'e for senior
perfunctory and mechanical that!
wife, works full time, is a great
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
would much rather do one of the
mom, coog, hornemakerand realquestions and solve problems. If you
folloiring: watch the grass grow: - ---iy-triesktrptease me. Yef•all I do is
have a question or a problem not
watch them unload the trucks at the
pick_ at her, rarely take her out or
answered in these columns, write-to
supermarket, or go. down to the
spend enough time with her. .1 am
Heartline, 114 East Dayton .St, West
highway _ and count out-of-state
lucky. But I must also be sick. How
Aleia•iiiria, Ohio 45381. You will
license. plates.
many of you guys see yourself in this
receive a prompt reply, but you
Don. of Westchester, Ill.:
letter'?"
. must include a self-addressed,
"Enough, I say. I refuse to beg!"
Bob. of Evanston. Ill.. says: "-I'm
stamped envelope. The most useful
Eddie of Seattle: "When I marafraid that the message many
replies will be printed in this
unhappy women try to get across is
ried her, she was 20 and a beauty.
column.
that those women want to make
We had one child almost immediateHEARTLINE : My parents left
me some money, which my second
husband and I -used to buy a home
for our retirement. I would like this
property to someday belong to'the
• children of my first marriage since
it is part of their inheritance from
their grandparents. Can I arrange it
so that. if I die first, my husband can
enjoy the properly, during his
lifetime and my children can inherit
it after his death? ,K.B.
ANSWER: If the property is in
your name, you can make whatever
provisions you wish regarding who
is to inherit it after you die.
However, if you and your husband
own the home jointly and you die
first, he will automatically own the
entire property and can leave it to
anyone he pleases. If this is the case.
ask your husband to sign the deed
over to you.(Some estate taxes may
be saved by doing this.) You can
then write a will giving him a "life
estate" in the property.and leaving
it. at his death, to your children.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I
have bought a home in a southern
state where we will soon be retiring.
We _will hav_e_a_ small--savings---anel
our social security. Our new retirement town recently reassessed all
residential property and substantially raised our property taxes more than ‘4_think is fair. Is there
anything we can do? M.T.
.
ANSWER: • Yes. .Taxpayers
always have the right of appeal. But
it's important to be able to prove .
your case: Make sure that your
houses' size and condition were acrose. It was a potent pitch, because
Vocative question can be hurled in
curately recorded - that a half bath
that very phenomenon had been at
return. It is this: Who e-ver ordainwas not recorded as a full bath, for
work for at least a decade.
ed that the typical family should
example. or inadequate wiring
Over recent months, however,
own the typical new home"
overlooked. Use pictures to docubuyers have learned that prices do And two additional observations
ment such defects as a cracking
not necesarilly rise, and that
help establish the point.
foundation or old plumbing fixtures.
buyers can wait for what they want
First, if everyone bought new
You should also find out whether
rather than jump at whatever the
houses who would live in the excomparable house's' have -teen sales person offers, similarly.assessed and_check recent
isting housing stock?
_
_ __
-Prices have indeed come
local sales prices ti see if the actual
And whatIs wrong with seeking a
down. Welt, not quite. But ip many
market'value of your house Is close
house beneath' the median- price
areas of the country incomes have
tag, as millions of young
to the new assessed value Then
grown much faster than housing
seek an adjustment from the
households have been doing over
prices.
assessor and.. if this faits..go to the
the past decade?
A survey by Lomas 8z Nettleton,
appeals board in your new town.
the nation's largest mortgage
banker, shows that the average
conventional mortgage payment
on new homes last year'remained
McNoug. Sv,Itrate
the same as in 1983. but that
household income jumped 8.5
by Ken Wolf
percent.
We like to think of progress as a
Moreover, many builders have
continuous upward movement If
introduced features that raise the
you are not moving ahead. some
childhood voice tells us. yotiare losquality of their houses.
Passive solar heat, for example,
ing ground. You can't stand still.
• Here is a different View of prois lowering operating bills substangress. taken from a Buddhist scriptially. Houses are now being openture, the Sutta Nipata:
ed up to the sun rather than closed
Progress is in a rhythmic
O11
:as they have been since Colalternation of unbalance, (I
onial days.
devised this seatenee on noticSuch factors are making the afing a long time ago the profordability problem less of a profoundly important fact that
blem than it used to *be, but you*
man %walks upon two legs..May
might never guess that after hearI suggest that you ponder upon
ing the old refrain - that the
this profound discovery?)
typical family cannot afford to buy
discovery?)
the typical new house. ' •
This view may make progress
In support of that thesis, a great
seem less elegant. It certainly
,„,
blizzard of _statistical confetti is
I„, ow",
makes it more attainable, -for It
thrOws. into the wind, threatening
,
becomes only a singistep in the
to bury any disagreement.
:pt i 1111,1 in Ofif b'.,(1)41tifsiii
'direction
right
_But
interesting and pro,
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MURRAY TODAY

Jo Burkeen

DATEBOOK
Fitness program planned

Anniversary reception on Feb. 10

Michelle M. Taylor born

A "Fitness for Fun" program is beingorganized at Murray State University for the spring
semester. Sponsored by the Department of
Recreation and Physical Education, the progra
will offer participants a variety of healthful activities such as sports, weight training, aerobics,
stress management and nutritional counseling.
Graduate students will prescribe individual exercise programs. Weekly activities and counseling will be scheduled at convenient times. Participants, who must have had a physical examination within the last three months, will have
access to facilities in the Carr Health Building.
The cost will be a $10 fee at orientation which is
scheduled in the Curris Center at 7 p.m. on Tuesday. Feb. 5. Enrollment is limited and call
762-6188 to register.

Jennifer E. Burris horn
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Burris of Anna, Ill., are
the parents' of a daughter, Jennifer Elizabeth,
weighing seven pounds eight ounces, born on
Tuesday. Jan. 29. at the Carbondale Memorial
Hospital. Carbondale, Ill. The mother is the
former Susan Gibbs. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip Gibbs and Mr. and Mrs. Willburn
Burris, all of Anna. Ill. Great-grandparents are
Mr and Mrs. Joe Ed Gibbs of Murray.

Introducing...
S
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Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Riley of Rt. 1, Kirksey,
will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Feb. 10.
The event will be
hosted by their children
at the Farmington Community Center between
the hours of 2 to 4 p.m.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
The Purchase Area Spouse Abuse Center will
attend.
sponsor training sessions for law enforcement,
Mr. and Mrs. Riley
court personnel and Department for Social Serwere married by Judge
vices personnel on the Domestic Violence and
Phillips on Feb. 9, 1935,
Abuse Law (Senate Bill 17) which became effecat Murray.
tive July 13, 1984. Travis Fritsch, liason for
Their attendants were
Family Violence and Prevention Services, Office
the late Fed Riley and
of the Governor, will provide the training at the
Mrs. Della Hill Adams.
Broadway United Methodist Church, Ninth and
Mrs. Riley, the
Broadway. Paducah.'Sessions for law enforceformer Pearl Smith, is
ment and court personnel will be Thursday, Feb.
the daughter of the late
7. from 9 a.m. to noon and Friday, Feb. 8, from 9
Robert Smith and Lona
a.m. to noon. The session of Department for
Hill Smith. She is a
Social Service staff will be Thursday from 1 to 4
retired employee of
p.m. Persons may call 1-443-6001 - for
Newsome's Upholstery
reservations.
Shop, Farmington.
Mr. Riley is the son of
the late Henry Riley and
Martha Latham Riley.
IT The American Quilter's Society oftP
He is a retired employee
ucah
--witt-have itT4trstquilt straw-and-contest n'Aprit- ofthe aktlang'MbhuracWring Company and
* 26, 27 and 28 at ExeCutive Inn Convention Center,
Paducah. The event will include a quilt show,
Roman Ceramics of
quilt competition, merchants' mall, antique quilt
Mayfield. '
exhibit, awards tea* and lectures and workshops
They are the parents
Mr. and Airs. Ruciv Riley
by well-known quilt instructors. A display of
of TWO sons, Larry
more than 300 quilts is expected and there will be
Wayne Riley and his and his wife, Vicky, of are Jill Riley and Ragen Bohannon
and Ellen
$25,000 in cash prizes awarded with the Best of
wife, Ann, of Kirksey. Fancy Farm. .
Riley of Kirksey, and Bohannon of Fancy
Show quilt receiving $10,000. For more informaand Lennis Neal Riley
Their grandchildren Stacey Riley, Barry Farm.
tion on the show and competition, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to American
Quilter's Society, P.O. Box 3290, Paducah, Ky.,
42001 or contact Lynn Loyd at 1-898-7903.
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Taylor, New Concord,
are the parents of a daughter, Michelle Marie.
weighing seven pounds 11.ounces. born on Tuesday. Jan. 29, at 8:01 a.m. at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. They have one son,
Robert, 4. The mother is the former Vera
Brantley. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Robert P. Taylor and Mr. and Mrs. Carlton L.
Brantley, all of New Concord.

Abuse training planning

Quilt events scheduled

Coming community events announced

A SALON
by

DENNIS R. MILLS
A master innovator in his field, DENNIS offers 8 years of progressive,
dependable, and professional
haircare...

Mr. and Mrs. Owen Malone, Rt. . 1, Farmington, are the parents of a son, Caleb Reed, born
on Wednesday. Jan. 23, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
G.W.(Bud Key and Mrs. Ann Malone, Mayfield,
and Mr. and Mrs. W.R. Malone, Valparaiso, Ind.

Actress Farrah Fawcett has
baby boy born Wednesday
LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Actress Farrah
Fawcett and her first
child, a 7-pound,
2%-ounce son, were doing well following 'a
natural birth attended
by the father, actor
Ryan O'Neal, her
publicist says.
"We don't even know
the (child's) name yet,
because they're all still
asleep," spokeswoman
Andrea Jaffe said

OPENING FEB. 6
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY...

759-4976
THE VILLAGE
HWY. 641 N.
Featuring Sebastion Products
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following the birth
Wednesday, Jan. 30 at
an undisclosed hospital.
"Ryan O'Neal, 43,
was with Miss Fawcett
through the entire
natural birth of their
son," said Ms. Jaffe.
The couple is not
married.
She refused to give
any details about the
hospital except to say
that "it's a natural birthing place" that handled the delivery quickly
and privately.
O'Neal, whose most
recent movie was "Irreconcilable Differences," is also the
father of actress Tatum
O'Neal, who co-starred
with him in the film
"Paper Moon."
Miss Fawcett, 37, who
previously was married
to actor Lee Majors,
first starred as one of
"Charlie's Angels" on
ABC-TV and most
recently as a battered
wife in NBC's "The Burning Bed."

Square and round
dancing with .alsic by
Sharecror• cP%-i'vill be
from 7:
n 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
---Paducah Area
Chapter of PWP will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, Paducah. For
Information call
1-554-5071.
-Sixth annual Racer
Open Racquetball
Classic will begin at 6
p.m. in Carr Health
Building, Murray State
University.
---Open horse show will
be at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, Mayfield.
---Opening night of "The
Night of the January
16th" by Community
Theatre will be at 8 p.m.
at Murray Woman's
Club House, Vine and
South Seventh Streets.
---The party for the
Single Connection has
been canceled.
---Saturday,Feb.2
Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will

Saturday, Feb.2
meet at 7 p.m. with a
potluck meal to be served at 6 p.m. at the lodge
hall.,
---Square and round
dancing' with
by
Sundow,
'oce‘'Will be
from 7:,C,co 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
---Choir of Parrish
Avenue Baptist Church.
-Owensboro, will perform at 0 pm.at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
---Humane Society's
PAWS (pets are
wonderful society) will
meet at 11 a.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
---Saturday School for
grades Kindergarten
through Sixth will be
from 1 to 2:30 p.m. at
University Church of
Christ. For information
call 753-1881.
---American Quarter
Horse Show, sponsored
by Murray State
University Horsemanship Club, will start at 8
a.m. at Livestock and
Exposition Center.
---Lady Racers will play
at 5 p.m. and Racers at
7:30 p.m. in basketball
games with Austin Peay
University at Racer
Arena, Murray State

/NM

Breakfast Now
Being Served

DeVanti's
Mon. & Tues.
All Mexican
Meals

Friday & Saturday
11 p.m. — 2 a.m.

1:30, 3:15, '1:2.5, 9:10

OHNNY
110EROilfly

HALF
PRICE

DeVanti'Murray
s
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Chestnut Street

1:30,3:35, 7:05, 9:15
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University.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.,
---Second night of "The
Night of January 16th"
will be presented at 8
p.m. by Community
Theatre at Murray
Woman's Club House.
' ---Couples Bridge with
Gloria McLaughlln as
hostess is scheduled at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---Sunday,Feb.3
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
Information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
---Second day of
American Quarter
Horse Show, sponsored
by Murray State
University Horsemanship Club, will start at 8
a.m. at Livestock and
Exposition Center.
---Senior recitals by
Amy Werschky, piano,
will be at 2 p.m. and by
Scott Alexander, oboe,
will be at 3:30 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
---Fiftieth wedding anniversary reception for
Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Vance, Rt. 6, has been
rescheduled from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church.
---Monday,Feb.4
Murray-Oalloway
County Camera Club
will meet at 7 p.m. annex of Calloway Public
Library.
---Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
----
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Saturday,Feb. 2
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Pried Clicks& Ow. Biagi
Mal
Thaw Nem May Clow.

Monday,Feb.4
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will have a
potluck meal at 6:30
p.m. and regular
meeting at 7:30 p.m.
with work in Master
Mason degree.
---Meeting of Calloway
County Retired
Teachers Association
has been changed to
March 4.
---- .
Auditions for "Ancirocles and the Lion"
will start at 6 p.m. in the
Green Room of Robert
E. Johnson Theatre,
Murray State University. For information call
762-4634.
---Free adult education
classes in English
grammar will start at
8:30 a.m. and general
mathematics at 10 a.m.
In Adult Learning
Center, Room 206, Roy
Stewart Stadium, Murray State University.
For information call
762-6971.
---Executive Board of
Murray Woman's Club
Is scheduled to meet at
11:30 a.m. at club house.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by the
senior citizens.
---Racers will play
Western Kentucky
University in a basketball game at 7:30 p,rn,
at Racer Arena, Murray
State University.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
'Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
- -Baptist Women of
Northside Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
----

John J. Alack
started line
NEW YORK (AP) When his freight-wagon
business lost out to the
new railroad lines in
1853, John Jacob Mack
left Germany and settled in Pennsylvania.
He and his children
worked as farmers.
Then, in 1900, the Mack
teamster tradition came
to the fore once Irgain as
his grandsons founded
the Mack Truck Co. in
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Their first production'
vehic -le . was a
20-passenger touring
bus. The firm now is a
large producer of
heavy.-duty diesel
trucks
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Man turns distaste for convention to fashions
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) - To Cecil
Withrow, suits and ties
are "ugh," and fashion
is "plaistic."
But Withrow is turning his distaste for convention into a promising
career as a clothing
designer.
The Bowling Green
native has designed his
first line of women's

clothing that will be
displayed Feb. 18 at a
fashion show in Dallas.
"I'm going to set Dallas
on fire," he says with
conviction.
But first, Withrow is
going to amuse, shock
or please Bowling Green
with -a Preview of his
collection. Just three of
his 75 pieces are on

Newborn admissions
and dismissals listed

c.

NINA RICCI HAUTE COUTURE - A model presents an ensemble of the
1985 Spring-Sammer Haute Couture collection of Nina Ricci on Sunday, Jan.
27, at Paris, France. It is a long silk striped loose ensemble with a large
scarf it: a belt over a dark velvet gown.
.irepitnto

City and county schools release
lunchroom menus for next week
Menus!or the various
lunchroons in the county and city schools for
the we of Feb. 4 to 8
have ben released by
Joann: Adams and
Glinda Jeffrey,food service drectors for the
Callovay County and
Murrat City Schools
respecively.
The directors said
with fie schools being
closee at various times
becatse of the weather
condtions, the menus
are subject to change
because of food already
purchased for the past
weeks.
Menui as released are
the follcwing:
---CALLOWAY COUNTY
---Caloway High
Monday - hot ham
and ckeese, spaghetti/mea'. sauce; Tuesday
- sliced turkey and
gravy, barbecue sandwich; Wednesday taco salad, chili dog;
Thursday - sausage
and biscuit/egg, grilled
cheese/soup; Friday chicken nuggets, chili.
Pizza, hamburger,
salad bar and a variety
of fruits, vegetables and
drinks are available
daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday - hot ham
and cheese, spaghetti/meat sauce; Tuesday
- sliced turkey and

gravy, cheeuburger;
Murray Middle
Wednesday - taco
Monday - ham and
salad, chili dog; Thurs- cheese nuggets, hamday - sausage and
burger basket; Tuesday
biscuit/egg, grilled - sloppy Joe, ham and
cheese/soup; Friday - cheese basket; Wedneschili, turkey club sand- day - spaghetti and
wich. Pizza, salad bar rolls, cheeseburger
and a variety of fruits, basket; Thursday vegetables and drinks fish sandwich, ham and
are available daily.
cheese basket; Friday
East. North
- soup and sandwich,
and Southwest,
hamburger basket. PizMonday - hot ham za, salad bar and
and cheese, beef/noodle assorted fruits,
casserole; Tuesday - vegetables and drinks
pizza, bologna/cheese are available daily.
sandwich; Wednesday
- sliced turkey and
Robertson
gravy, pizzaburger;
and Carter
Thursday - chicken
and Headstart
nuggets, hamburger;
Monday Friday - chili, fish chuckwagon, hamSandwich. A variety of burger, creamed
fruits, vegetables and potatoes, green peas,
drinks are available peaches, fruit juice and
milk; Tuesday chicken nuggets, pizza,
- -whole kernal corn,
MURRAY CITY
sweetened rice,
---Murray High
cheeries, fruit juice and
Monday - chili dog, milk; Wednesday - hot
chicken fried steak; ham and cheese sandTuesday - sloppy Joe, wich, spaghetti and
grilled cheese; Wednes- rolls, brussel sprouts,
day - spaghetti and sweet potatoes, aprolls, pepper steak; plesauce, fruit juice and
Thursday - steak nug- milk; Thursday - corn
gets and rolls, dogs, cheeseburger,
chuckwagon; Friday - buttered potatoes, green
hot ham and cheese. beans, peanut butchicken nuggets. Ham- ter/banana, fruit juice
burger, cheeseburger, and milk; Friday pizza, chili bar and a chili and sandwich, pizvariety of fruits, za, trirtaters, relish cup,
vegetables and drinks peaches, fruit juice and
are available daily.
milk.

Give A Piece of Our Heart
To The Ones
Closest To Your Heart

A newborn admission G. Algier, Rt. 1, Dexter;
and dismissals at the Mrs. Clara A. Paschall,
Murray-Calloway Coun- Rt. 4; Mrs. Laura E.
ty Hospital for Satur- Smith, Rt. 9, Benton.
day, Jan. 26, have been
---released as follows:
A newborn admission
Newborn admission
and dismissals at
Baby Boy Brown, Murray-Calloway Counmother, Angela K., Rt. ty Hospital for Monday.
8, Murray.
Jan. 28, have been
released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Glenda
Newborn admission'
Bruce, Box 1011, MurBaby Boy Barnes,
ray; Mrs. Debra Anne parents, Sharon and
Malone and baby boy, Larry.-Rt. 3, Benton.
Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs.
Dismissals
Debbie Ann Rogers, Rt.
Miss Mary Glynn
1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Burns, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Edwin A. Beach, Rt. Tenn.; Cullen E. Irvan,
1, Almo; James Dale Rt. 4; Miss Jetta Carol
,Myers, EL.7; Tazz
..Cuipeppart -RI-.8;-Mrs.
Thornton, 902 Story Joan G. Eldridge', Rt. 6;
Ave.; Mrs. Deborah L.
Mrs. Sherian Adams,
Robbins,902 Story Aye,; and baby girl, Rt. 3,
Mrs. Leslie Susan Mayfield; Mrs. LaDona
Smotherman and baby Ruth Carmack and baby
boy, Rt. 5; Miss girl. Rt. 9. Benton;
Margaret Roseann Bradley T. Jones, Rt. 3;
McKinney, Rt. 5, BenBradley D. Norsworton; Mrs. Bonnie Col- thy, Rt. 1; Robert J.
eman, Rt. 3;
Barrett, Jr., Rt. 1,
John
Steele, Rt. 8; Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Jamie M. Phares, Sharon Kay Prescott",
Kirksey:' Mrs. Mary F-2"Coach Estates;
Ann Hartzfeldt, Box 243,
Mrs. Hazel I. Brewer,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Cor- 544 E. Washington,
nelia Ann Angle, Rt. 5;
Paris, Tenn..; Sgeven
Thomas J. Horn, Rt. Leon Daniels, Rt. 8;
8, Benton; Mrs. Martha Hubert C. Pittman, New
V. Carson, Rt. 5, Ben- Concord; Mrs Gladys
ton; Mrs. Maudeen M. Brown, 405 S. L.P.
Cohoon, Rt. 1; Toy W. Miller;
Mrs. Janis H. Price,
Grooms, 103 Chestnut
Rt. 2, Mayfield; Joseph
St.;
Derek Gentry, Rt. 3; J. Paschall, Rt. 2,
Mrs. Sadie L. Puryear, Tenn.; Lamon
Shoemaker, 1611 Col- Peeler, 607 EMS Dr.;
lege Farm Rd.; Mrs. Mrs. Ruby I. Turner.
Virgie Helen Garrett, .Rt. 1, Farmington.
Almo; Mrs. Jewell D.
Jones,-Rt. 8.
---A newborn admission
and. dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday.
Jan. 27, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Baby Boy Johnson,
parents, Janet and
Roger, Rt. 1, Almo.
Dismissals
Mrs. Nancy K. Smith
and baby girl,'502 Vine
St.; Miss Stacy Renee
Barber, 719 Elm St.;
Bill LaJean Stockwell,
104 South 13th §t.;
Miss Nisa Marie
Mjos, Rt. 6; Miss Holly
Ann Wilkinson, Rt. 6;
William J. Futrell, Rt.
2; Rodney David Emerson, Rt. 2;
Miss Lois Ashely
Douglas, 1206 College
Cts.; Dana Robin
Wadley, 1625 Loch Lomond; Ricky Joe
Hargrove, A-19 Fox
Meadows Trailer Ct.;
Mrs. Lavada Garland,
406 Syscamore St.; Mrs.
Peggy Sue Wyatt, Dexter; Mrs. Patsy Diane
Davis, New Concord;
Kelzie Peeler, Rt. 1,
Dexter;
Everette L. Massey,
221 South llth St.: Leroy

Murray Rental has sold its Lawn & Garden
Products & Parts to...AII Seasons Lawn &
Leisure, Inc. which will open Feb. 4, '1985 at
205 N. 4th across from Calloway Lumber Co.
All Seasons will be owned & operated by Rick
Burgess and Delbert Newsome will be Assistant
Manager. They will give you the same great service
you received from Murray Rental.
Murray Rental will be able to better serve all your
rental needs. & expand their rental equipment.
All Seasons Lawn & Leisure will sell & service John
Deere Lawn & Garden Tractors, Snapper Riders &
Lawn Mowers & Tillers, Echo Chainsaws, Trimmers,
Blowers, and much more.
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step lightly with a little "English Sole"

ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY
Classic Ladies Footwear_ _
•Joan & David
•Van Eli
•Bernardo
•Gloria

L.ilk aihs
./7rayhehl
Pitt"
IMMO

114 West Broadway Cow,Square Mall
Maybeht Ilvtiurky 247 4735
H01,1

M4,P1 Sr' 41

AFFORDABLE PRICES
Opening Friday, Feb. 1
10:00-5:00
VISA

0 .474.
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•Sesto Meicci
'Evan Ptcone
,•lonocence
Vanderbilt
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display at a women's Warren Central I High clothes, basing his
clothing store in Bowl- School ii got 'best dress- designs on "dreams"
ing Green.
ed' all four years ...
and teaching himself to
He knows that some was always fashion- sew.
people are going to hate conscious. I hate to say
"I have a lot of
what they see, and some that, but I always was," dreams and things, and
will love it.
he said.
I will pop up and make
"Creative people real"When I started to at- the dress. A lot of things
ly like my stuff and tend Western (Kentucky come from-dreams," he
other ones laugh," he University) it was very said.
said. "I have hada lot of different because I had
"Comfortable and
laughs at my stuff. But I a chance to grow up and unusual," is probably
don't care. As long as I find out about fashion." the best description
of
_am happy with it, I don't
Withrow. who studied Withrow's creations.
care."
art for two years before Many of hi§ designs are
Instead of depressing dropping out of school. one size fits, all, and he
him, the laughter ac- changed his ideas about likes to use' materials
tually makes him feel fasion and his look. "It's that are uncommon in
good. "I love it. I love so funny looking at peo- clothing.
the attention, I love be- ple I went to high school
"A lot of the clothes I
ing really different, but with and they don't made from
drapery
I don't feel that I am," recognize
me. I was so material, believe it or
he said.
clean cut, shaven and not," he said. "And
But in Bowling Green, short hair.
Things trash bags. I like that a
Withrow is different. changed for me," said lot. I have used it for
Just • a patch of black Withrow. who has been maybe two different ...
hair remains on top of designing his own creations ...
his shaven head, and a clothes
"I like to go to
for about five
large earring dangles years.
junkyards and find
from one ear. Recently
After leaving things maybe I'll use.
he was dressed in skin- Western,
Withrow Maybe I will have a rag
tight animal-print designed
store windows dress and find pieces of
Isamu: black shorts, a in Bowling Green for wood and paint it and
white sweatshirt and a about a year and then put it on the dress."
knotted vest. Army moved to Atlanta,
He has sold many of
green socks and black where he • 'hung his creations in
boots completed his around" and learned Nashville and a few in
working attire.
about fashion, he said. Bowling Green, he said,
flea=.4re AU-- He returnerl-to -Bowling- -butit takes a special,
ferent, too. His favorite Green after a couple
of woman to wear the
dress, created for .the months, and when a clothes.
Dallas fashion show that friend asked if he would
"The kind of person to
is sponsored by a col- create fashions for the wear my clothes has to
lege, was sewn from Dallas show, he said have the right attitude
pieces of green cloth yes.
and has to be so into
and is what he calls a
For the big break into themselves. They don't
"rag dress.'
'
- The back design, Withrow's first care. Just think about
is cut daringly low, and step was to call his yourself. Just love
colored rhinestones are father. "For the money yourself. It doesn't
embedded in the bodice. to back me," he said. make a difference what
-"Who ever heard of a "At first_ he was pretty you put on," he said.
sexy rag dress? That well, 'I don't know.
But Withrow hopes
doesn't make sense," he What are you going to do they'll be putting on his
said, voicing the ques- with it?"
designs, and someday
tion some people will
Then .he went shopp- he hopes . to design
have. "Only the right ing for material and everything from shoes
woman could wear this, found a discount fabric to fabric. For now.
with the right attitude." store in Nashville where however, he's concenThe right attitude is he bought material for a trating on his jewelry
one that Winthrow dollar a yard. "Can you designs and fashion colshares. He says he once believe that? That's like lection. which he has
was a conservative • fifty yards for fifty named "Bubba."
dresser, but now he has dollars, and it's a-11 'good
"That's my
realized there's more to stuff, "he said..
nickname, and I like it
fashion than suits and
Borrowing a friend's 'cause my clothes look
ties.
sewing machine, he like that to me. They
"When I was going to began creating the look like Bubba."
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Devotional Page Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory Is Sponsored By The Firms Listed On This Pale
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RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
NDITION.

I-4E ATINti• AIR

•SHEET Me

A

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 CHESTNUT
753-8181

WATERBEDS
PAQULAHLOCATION CALL •
PT T OCT 60 * PADUCAn

- MoRRAv LOCATION CALL
r:HE si-Nut HILLS SHOPPING CEhITE

444-9003 759-4522
ocraft
4113
• BEDROOM SUL S
• ,AY AV/AT & INANIClatt.
• LARGE SHOWROOMS
• LINENS ANO ACCEssost,i
• SERVICE OEPt
• WE MOVE BEDS

USA INC.

• _•

••1 shall not see happiness again" (Job 7:7)
When were the times
you felt closest to God?.
When were the times you
felt farthest away from
God" For many of.us ft
was during a time of extreme anxiety: the death
of a -close friend or loved
one, personal _injury or
suffering, a moment of
loneliness; a face to face
encounter with our own
humanness.
The shattering realization that we are human

and mortal, that we are
heings often losing grip
•of our control over our
lives, can be a cause for
us to feel very close to
God, or very 'far away
from
Him.
These
moments can be times of
great
trust
and
thankfulness, or they can
be times of discouragement and dispair.
The pain of being
human is very real and
present in our everyday
life. Our sufferings include everyday blues:

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum -Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
641 North
"tphmertts Of

Taylor Seed Co.
•

753 5-42

NAZARENE

5"
HR
l`oMML MTV CHURCH
9 306 m
'Sunday School.
1030 a m
Morning Worship
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road, I3exter
10 OD a m.
Sunday School
II Cam
Worship
BETHESP.A FfIfilE CHURCH Benton Si mi.in :a Psi Si rnsonia
Sunday S.."
4.45 m
Mornir.e
'1 OS m
,her!
Jr.t
7 00 p

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Seri ices
10 43% m
£6 00 p m
541 (1(1.51 CHRISTIAN

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
II Cam
Sunday School.
MOO a rn
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 am
Evening Worship
600am
Wednesday Woratu
6 X.m

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Coip.
Phone 753 5012

ELM MURRAY DATSUN
II n,'I
CHRYSLER-DODGE
Dodge
6,04 S. 12th St.
753-7 1 1 4

Kentwekw Fria Chau
Jack Marshall Franchisee
WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT".
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycamore at 12.th
Coll in Orders 753-7101

FORD

Parker
'Owe. at-- Ford Inc.
753-5273

701 Mon

THOROBRED
COMPUTER
AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLTEDMIC PLAZA •MURRAT• 7E34733

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sallin
Featuring Doily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shopping Center

753-0440

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
Lynn Grove
.Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove
Co. 435-4415

Buck's Body Shop
Auto Bc,IN, 4l• Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

Hi tot S.buol
Ey erung Service

•

METHODIST
BETHEL' SITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
•
Sunday School
10 30•m
2nd Rh Sun Night
6 00 p m
BROOK S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 Cam
lot & 3rd Sun Night .
7 00 pm
COLDWATER UNITETF
Worship StrVICP 11 00.1/11 k Sod Sunday,
4111. Sunday School 80-00
m 1st & aid Sunday 11 Cam7trd&4th
Sunday
COLE 6 CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
900
Sunday School
.•
9-.45
• [TENTER FAELDIN
4unday-trhoot
10 BO a rh
Aorship
1100am.600pm
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
s 45 k 10 30 a m
,',OoD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service.
11 Cam
;unday school
10 Cam
GOSHEN METHODIST
irc h Schooi
10 00 .1.01
rthtp SeRVIRe •
Laenang Ser Wor
6 30 p m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
10-00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
School
Sunday
10 00 a m
Morr.'.ng Worship
11 00 a IT
KIRKSEY UNITED_ _
SUMS'. school
10 00 a m
Morr,ng Worship
60 sin
Eterung Worship
7-40nnI

BAPTIST
Morning Worship
(lam
Evening Worship
s l. pm
CHERRY CORNEP.
Morning Worship
11 Cam
Evening Worship
700pm
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sundal. School
10 Cam
Morning Worship
11 Cam
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 Cam
Evening Services
I 00 p m
. COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunda) School
9 95 am
Morning Services
11 00 a m
entng Services
6 00 p m
• DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH •
Wedneiday Ser.
6 30 p m
Sunday Sr hop,
1O Cam
Worship Service
11 Cam
sunday Night
• 00 o Tv
EASTWOOD B PTIST
CIFIUR
.unday School
10 00 a IT
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
'lvening Worship
ft Cop in
Wednesday Evening
7 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening 'Worship
6:45 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
II Cam
Evening Worship
6 30 pin
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 Cam
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Warship,
1095am & 7 013pm
Church Training
600pm
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 Ca r^
Evening -Worship
6 45 p

FOIST PRESBYTERIAN
30 1 IT
Church School
Worship Service
10 95 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunda) School
1000am
Worship Service
11 00 a m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 Lea rn
Evening Worship
700pm
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE

CATALOG SHOWROOM
WE WILL NOT IN UNDERSOLD

mu*** Y
STORE

LYNN GROVE
9 45 a m.
Worship Service
10 45 win
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 a m
Worship Service
1030am
Sunday School
stASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School
MT CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday.
11 Cam 4th Sunday. Sunday School 10 Of
- Sunday. 11 _a_rn-2nt
am lot 3444t0
Sipday
MT HEBRON
Worship Service 18 90 a in 106 Sunda). &
11 OD 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11 Oc
ttm 1st Sunday - 10.06a.m...2nd 3rd 1.
4th Sunday
PALESTINE UN/TED
1000am
Sunday School
11 00 a IT
Worship
. RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
i 45 a tr.
Worship
.11 .00.a In
Sunday School . •
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45£ m
Morning Worship
6_0ft p.m.
"1
grenAlig
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
SundayiSciool.
15 00 am
11 -00 am
Mottling Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10 00 am
Morning Worship
1100 am
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
l00am
SiMday Schaal .
11 00 a to
Morning Saisdre
PasterWilliam J Pratt
- -GRACE B A i7,1
li 45 a rn
Sunday School
10 43 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Sineing Eve Worship

Farmer Ass 8, 17th SI Murray
Sunday
11 Cam
Sunday School
11 00 a m:
2nd Ned
7 30 p m
RR 2nd Wed
12 1111.3 An M

1)041.R1)04 OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 5 16th St
Sunday 'School
IT ori am
Sac.ament
II Siam

LUTHERAN

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky. •
437-4871

753-6433
Chevron WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
"Your Only Fyll

Service
Chevron Solon"
Mickey CochronOwnor/Monow
1417 Main
753-2593

Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres
PIZZA HUTe

Hours Tues. & Thurs. 9:30 am to 4 p.m.
IL 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wed.& Fri. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Rt

ALM()
Bible Study
1000am
Morning Worship
II Cam
ktMA.k.
EY exur4;
- '''"9•15LFVW-A-TIFF
Morning Worship10 50 a m
Even-ing
•
00 p rn
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
6 OD p m
FRIF:NDSHIP
School
Sunday
10-00 a m
Morning Worship
11 Cam
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10-00 a m
Morning Service
10'45 a m
Evening Worship
00 p rn
Wed Wors.hip
7 30 p m
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
1000 a n;
Morning Worship
10. 50 a in
m
Mid-Week Worshin
7 00 p rIo
-HICKOR-Y GROVE
•
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday•Schoul
A0:10 air.
Morning Worship
11 00 a
Ev011Ing Worship
600pn.
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
Can10'
Morning Worship
10 50 a .
rr'.
Eveiung Worship
- - •
T p no
Sunday & Wednesday.
MT OLD.E.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday-School
10 Ca m
Morning-Worship
Ii 00 I rir
Evening Worship
6-00 p rn
NEW CONCORI
io IA'
Morning Service
Evening Worship
6 00 p
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
It 00 alto
Evening Worship
. 6 00 p
PLEASANT VALT,EY
10:454 Ti
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 C p n,

t 17Sk 11it1 ON' F.
p

anti

7 151 p.m Summer.

Worthing Wo1rs
l"
hip
°? Carrnr .10:30
50- ain
m
EYerung IA orstlip
6 00 p m
U NIVERSITY
First Worship
Sunday School
14130 am
Second Worship
10 30 a m
Evening Worship
pm
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10
9• am
Pt-sing Worship
0.11.1.1AMS CHAPEL6• P m
Roble Study
10 Ca m
Morning Worship
1109,vm
1 Cam
Kest -Eve-Bible-Study

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
5011,4th
753-6168

J.H. CHURCHIL
FUNERAL HOMI
201 S. 3rd.

1

Murrcy

I
Sunday Achool
(04 4
Worship Servo-4
11 .
1 40 401
Evenillg Worship
7Cip
CAL% ARI"TEMI'LE
..lunday School
10 00 am
Morning Worship
a rn
F yerung Worship
C. 10 p m
Wed. Service '
7 30 pm
THE 91-11.11CH
CHRIST Almo Heights
Sunday School
:II 00
Nakrthlp St.!". ter !i6olim &7Ctpm
FAITH APOST01.11'

IT

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete

East Main Street

221 05 l'olrluater lir!
Sun Ser
0111 am 7 igipm
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
-FIRST ASSEMBLY OF Gi)li
Sunday School
lii OR 4 RI
Morning Worship
11 00 a m:
Sunday Eveamg.
7.00 pm
Pairs. Nate
700 p m
JENNY LLIDGL I -Et:scogyAL
Eveining_
TIP p m
----anday Morning
Ti, Ni a ni
.4nday Et.nine
6
I'm
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
:att. at Cattrwav
,lturch School
hI ROA
Worship
11 00 r
sundav Evening
6 30 t
'SIT)- I PF.INTECI'SY 11.
CHI 11011 NEW (IOM'S-FRI
sunday School
10 nti a ni
Worship Sort
11 Ofiair 601-ipm
Wird-*Seri- 14r
7 Eli -p.,
LARF: LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
,o on a ni
p in

CATHOLIC
HENRy S
cATHOLIC 1)141 10.114
l
Saturday
,
5.
1 1P

rn
a0flam
ST LE0
'A Tri 01.Ie
I
,,unday Masses
00 p m Sat
'Cam Sunday
00 a rri Sunday

sunday

IMIZIE22211111
ST JOHN S
Holy Communion
Christian Education
Holy Communion

00 a m
o 5a m
in 30

Home Of The
Famous 40 Item Salad Bfr
719 South 12th
753-382

orph, Open All Yea

A

y

to Fresh Fruits

lfittbilly'Barn

tiFi

117.1.1,s
III 30 in
9 30 a TO

Watchtower
Bible Lecture
SEVENTI4 I
Salittit!- s oil
word- 1

ADVENTIST
Sat e
- Sat

n

Byron s Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
E‘eryday 1,totest Prescription Price.
Byron Forbus. Pharmacist
Glendale tt
ittehind itex John .1 7334175

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAYRoad
SERVICE

753-1423 or 753-0182

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
t-1 ,T1e Owned & Operated by
Max & Mane Keel

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-2706

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass
Auto Paint Material

753-2380

1103 Pogue 753-1409

UNIROYAL

1°, Blocks East

Vegetables

JCPenney

Industrial

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

753-3AO

- GOLDEN
CORRAL

(-itt:Rctt

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment

E- 71

753-2411

PENTECOSTAL

512 S. 12th

753-4563

AINIairll
THE SAVING PLACE-

of S. 12th,

Joe Todd
Motor Sales
Joe Todd & Low, HA
753-2114

Storey's
Food Giant

_

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

307 S. 12th

Murray Moose
Lodge #2011

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET
Lynn Grove, Ky
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

489-2533

--

Roy lAckeiree. Pharmacist

WALEMART
Complete Milling Facilities'
Industriol Rd.•••• 753-5378

6 Days A Week 6-1

Seam
45 am
RI am

•.
.

Olympic Plaza

753 2540

OPEN 24 HOURS
801 COLDWATER RD
753-8574

County Line Grocery

Ti1

II

%Stir-hip

v,..t.tilet• Study

45 ern
116 m

•Pizzo•Poste•Sendwiches
12th Se Chestnut, 759-4646

Compliments of

SUPER AMERICA

DEALERS ONLY M•THIMSDA Y 6:30 P.M.
753-11300

sECONli STREET
Morning Worship
tii
ti
1.1i ening Worship
SEVENTH & POPIAR
Worship Service
Bible Study
a
Worship Serslir.
10

'V.
Vaughn's Plumbing

Everyday Low Price Prescription Service

Compliments of

hwy. 121

Pete Clayton - Mgr.•20 Years
Experience

Vie un.A, t NI A MIS

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School
s 45 a ni
Bible Class
Iv
RI
Worship

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Metall WI

Groceries & Gasoline

SERVALL

Termite 8. Per Control Co.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Mar-Lane deramics Certified Teacher
*Custom Orders
& Gift Shop
*Supplies
•

CHURCH Of USN
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
II 13)4111 HAZEL BAPTIST
Evening
6 30 p iv
Worship
9 45 a in
Sunday school
PLAIN GOSPE I.
11 (Warn
Morning Worship
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
5 00 p m
Church Training
MISSION
COOprn
Evening Worship
10 Ca m
School
Sunday
7
00
p
m
Wednesday Evening
Worship
11 00 a in
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Worship
IS 00 a in
Sunday School
POPLAR SPRING
11 (Warn
Worshp Se•-vice
Morning Worship
1100am
sSOpm
Evening Service
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
BAPTIST
SALEM
Morning Worship
00a- m
Worship
Morning
li
00 am
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
Evening Worship
7 15 pm
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
SCOTTS GROVE
BAPTIST
'Worship Service
Sunday School
11.00 a m
10 00 a m '
Evening
Worship
Preaching6.00 p m
1100am 4600pm
SPRING
SINKING
Wednesday Night
7 00 p m
11 Cam
Morning Worship
LOCUST GROVE
7 30 p m
Evening Worship
Morning Worship '
11 00am
;Evening Worship
-SPRING MEEK
7 00 p m
10 00 am
Sunday School
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
11-011.a.m.
1st Sunday
Morning Worship
2 00 p m
6
pm
3rd Sunday .
Training Union
2 00 p m
7 JO p m
Evening Worship
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
710 pm
Wed Worship.
Morning Worship
10 30 a.m.
ST JOHN BAPTIST
Evening Worship
0 00 pm
CHURCH
MOUNT HOREB
94.5am
Worship
Morning
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday gchool
11 00 a RI
Sunday School .
30 a m
Worship
SUGAR CHEEK
11 00 a'm
'II 00am
NEW MT CARMEL
Morning Worship
-45-0
Evening Worship
.
MISSIONARY
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11400 am
Eiening Korth,
11 Cam
Morring Worship
6 00 p m
6 00 p m
Sunday Evening
NORTHSIDE
7 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
Morning Worship
11 (Warn
Evening Worship
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
7 00 pm
30 00 a m
Sunday SchoolNEK PROVIDENCE
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10 00 a m
60)p rr.
Evening Worship
Preaching Se!,
II Cam
7 00
Nightly Sert.r•
itontim
Wed Evening Ser

Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Zr''`
.4.te

cfrig

Worship Service
il Ca m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
'
Worship Service 11 00 a m & 7 00 p m

TERRY'S PAINT
SE DECORATING CENTER
win & Floor Covering

HILLMARK 01ST.
PADUCAIN
STORE

1_30 tn.
6 00 p m

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

PRESBYTERIAN

- a-

Plymouth

minor disappointments,
These are the anxieties
like missing a promotion in our day that Job
or getting a poor grade in describes so well: the
a class; petty irritations, suspicion that life in a
Like children getting on _drudgery - the- dispair of
nerves:
our
the "I shall not see haploneliness of a wife piness again."
whose husband is off on
Little pains can grow
a business trip: a into obstacles between us
teenager who rejects and'GO& and then, in a
what parents hold impor- moment of extreme anxtant ; parents who are iety, we realize how far
constantly arguing and away from God we are.
upsetting the home. All When you experience
these minor sufferings this feeling of distance
point to our being
(Cont'd on page 7)
human, mortal beings.

l NEST 31•003 oFE

1'114.1

LrinGr.

By Fr. Louis F. yiskula,
Pastor, St.'lleo's
Catholic Church

Contemporary Religious Thoughts

Introducing Our New 8 Item Hot Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street

759-9555
N. 12th St.

Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & 'Sat.
a.m.-Midnight

Attend Church
Regularly

Breakfast Served
6 a.m.-10:30 a m

South IItth Shoo
Southold* Cwt.,

111607

753-8971

ail Air She'll,. Center

it\

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

408 N.
4th

7536779

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE
Bibles, Books, Cards, Music,
Gifts, Children's Books, ete.

Hwy 94 East
753 1834

•

God is Love
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Local area churches announce Sunday services for week

Various churches in Fred Douglas, Jim
Westside Baptist
Shepherd United will speak about "That's
————
————
the city and county have Ragsdale, Noah
Methodist Church, will
The Rev. Gean Smith Methodist Church.
Human Nature" with
Memorial Baptist
Palestine
announced services and Wheatley, James
sing at the 6 p.m.,
will be the guest
The
pastor,
scriptur
the
e
Rev.
from
ColosThe Rev. Jim Sim"How Jesus Met
meetings for Sunday, Sutter, Aubrey Hatcher,
service.speaker at the 9 and Bill Hart, will speak sians 3:9-11 at the 10:45 mons, interim pastor, Temptation"
Feb. 3, as follows:
with scripGene Roberts, Dan 10:50 a.m. and 6
Sunday School with
about
"The
a.m.
High
service
p.m.
Calling
at
the First will speak at the 10:50 ture from Matthew
————
Harold
Grimes, Steve Steele services at the Westside of God" with
Sheppard as
scripture Presbyterian Church.
a.m. and 7 p.m. services 4:1-11 will be the sermon superint
First Baptist
and Bernice Wilferd.
endent will be
Baptist Church. Tommy from Philippians 3:13
The
Church
Choir, at the Memorial Baptist by the Rev. Marvin Lee
Dr. Greg Earwood,
at 10 a.m.
Bible classes will be Scott will direct the and Matthew 5:13-48
at directed by Daniel Church.
Napier, pastor, at the 11
pastor, will speak at the at 9:45 a.m.
————
music.
the 11 a.m. service.
Craig
wiyth
Cynthia
"Come Thou a.m. service at the
10:45 a.m. service at the
————
Episcopa
l
At the 9 a.m. service
Sunday School will be Scribner as -organist, Almighty -King" will be Palestine United
First Baptist Church.
Goshen Methodist
Morning prayer sersolos will be sung by at 10 a.m.
will
sing
the
anthem, sung by the Sanctuary Methodist Church.
Wayne Halley,
The Rev. Don Tony Oliver and Darrell
vices will be at 10:30
————
"Brother James' Air."
Choir at the morning
The Freedom Singers.
minister of music, will Faulkner, pastor, will
a.m. at the St. John's
Gibson. Susan Blake
Grace
Church
Baptist
School
will hour. Milton Gresham is a youth group from
direct the Adult Choir as speak at the 11 a.m. and
Episcopal
will be pianist and
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, start at 9:30 a.m.
music director with Temple Hill United
members sing "Go in 6:30 p.m. services at the
Kathy Ligon will be pastor, will speak at
—
—
—
—
Margaret Wilkins as
My Father's Name." Goshen United
organist.
10:50 a.m. service at the
Hazel Baptist
accompanist.
Allene Knight will be Methodist Church. He
"He's As Close As the Grace Baptist Church.
The Rev. James T.
Assisting will be
pianist and Joan will be assisted by BobMention of His Name"
"Going
Home"
Garland
, pastor, will Lester Garland, deacon
will
be.'
Bowker will be organist. by Wilson.
will be the selection by the selection by the speak at the 11 a.m. ser- . of the week, and FredThe Rev. G.T. Moody,
Sue Ann Hutson will the Adult Choir at
WELCOME WAGON
the 'Church Choir with vice at the Hazel Baptist die Allgood.
associate pastor, and give the children's
10:50 a.m. service. Leland Peeler as direc- Church.
The ordinance of The
WANTS TO VISIT YOU AlkRandy Cunningham, devotion.
Kristen Brandon will tor, Dwane Jones as
Richard Williams who Lord's Supper will be at
deacon of the week, will
The song service will sing a solo and Bill and organist
Just engaged? New parent? 1
1
and Anita recently surrendered to the evening hour.
assist.
be directed by Charles Kathy Ticknor will sing Smith as pianist.
Moved? I'd like to visst you with
the
ministry
will
preach
Sunday
School
will
be
Dr. Earwood is Proffitt with Carla
useful gifts and information I'll
a duet.
SHARE, musical at the 6:30 p.m. service. at 9:40 a.m. and Church
scheduled to start the -Halkia:s as organist and
also bring cards you can reBrian Sirles will sing group from Baptist StuMusic
will
.
I
be
directed
Training
at
6
p.m.
January Bible Study on Tracy Beach as pianist.
deem for more gifts at local
a ,solo at the 6 p.m. dent Union, will present by Gene Orr Miller with
—
—
—
—
"Psalms: Songs from
Sunday School will service.
businesses It's a friendly visit
a concert at the 5:30. Gwyn Key as organist
Russell's Chapel
Life" at the 7 p.m. begin at 10 am. and
to help you get answers about
the
Accompa
p.m.
nists
service.
for
and
the.
Oneida
White
as
The Rev. Marvin Lee
service.
Administrative Council 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
ft o
r ewent,ogy
00
0u
ds and services All
Sunday School with pianist. Richard Napier, pastor, will
Sunday School will he will meet at 5:30 p.m.
services will be Patsy James Rose as Williams will sing a solo speak about"How Jesus
at 9: 30 a.m. and
————
Neale, organist, and superintendent, Regina at the morning service.
Met Temptation" with
January Bible Study
Sinking Spring
Susie Scott, pianist.
Peeler as organist and
Sunday School with scripture from Matthew
Kathryn Outland
will be at 6 p.m.
The Rey. Eddie
Sunday School will be Susan Jones as pianist Greg Story as director 4:1-11 at the 9:45 a.m.
Hostess
————
Young, pastor, will at 10.a.m.
will be at 9:45 a.m.
will be at 9:45 a.m. and service at the Russell's
753-3079.
First Christian
speak about "Jesus'
————
Church Training with Chapel United
————
Ingeborg King Asst.
Dr. David C. Roos, Cal 1 To The
Good Shepherd
- First Presbyterian
Gary Raspberry as Methodist Church.
492-8348
pastor, will speak about Fishermem" with scripHoly Communion SunThe Rev. Thomas director will be at 5:30
Church School will be
"The Rechabites" with ture•
fr9rn 'Ake 5:.-U at day will. be at Good- Schellingerheut, pastor,
at-10:48/cm.
Sett:Ai-ire from II Kings 11 a.m: service and
10:15-17 at the 10:45 about "The Two Olive
Si-'! , I.
• V. II
a.m.service at the First Trees and Two Lamp • Wal M3r1
•
lo•
it IV irl cu•II., to,
'for Less
•Wal Mort Sells for Is •Wal Mort Sells to, Less •Wo -Mort Sells for Less
Christian Church.
'Stands" with scripture
The Teen Choir will from Revelation 11:3-13
sing "Built On The at 7 p.m. service at SinkRock" with Margaret ing Spring Baptist
Boone as director and, Church.
Emily Davis as
Sonny Lockhart will
organist.
serve as deacon of the
Assisting will be Don week.
McCord, Johnny
A solo will be sung by
Reagan, Joe Rigsby, Cindy Wyatt at the morBetty Gore, Bill Koca, ning hour. Max McGinDavid Reeves, Marilyn nis will direct the music
Stickler, BIJ1 Van Meter, with Karon Johnston as
Maurinv` Loftin and pianist and Renee
Sarah Van Meter.
Young as organist.
Sunday School will be
Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m.
at 9:30 a.m.
————
————
Seventh and Poplar
Martin's Chapel
John Dale will speak
The Rev. Bill Hart,
about "We Shall Over- pastor, will speak about
come!" with scripture "The High Calling of
from Revelation 21:1-7 God" with scripture
at 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. from Philippians 3:13
services and about "The and Matthew 5:13-48 at
Priority of Love" with the 9:30 a.m. service at
scripture from I John the Martin's Chapel
4:7-12 at 6 p.m. service United Method
ist
at the Seventh and Church. This will be
HoPoplar Church of Christ. ly Communion Sunday.
•Krypton bulb, 70% more light
Directing the song
At 5:30 p.m. the Rev.
•No. VVH2-S Sizes D .Reg. 4.13
service will be Jerry Hart will have a service
Bolls.
of baptism at the
Assisting will be Ray Westside Baptist
Karralcer, Adrian Cloys, Church. The Martin's
Gene McDougal, Euin Chapel member
s are inDick, Danny Cleaver, vited to
stay for 6 p.m.
Michael Fulton, James service at Westside
.
0. Lamb, Mark ManSunday School will be
ners, Sam Parker, Don at 10:30 a.m.
Spiceland, Jamie Potts,
————
ith

or,

e*{Ffk

WALTMART

Blidget
AVER

Workhorse Flashlight
with Heavy Duty
Batteries
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(Cont'd from page 6)
titude toward his everybetween yourself and day sufferings and they
God, you need to ask, did not become obstacles
between him and God.
"Who moved?"
Job lost his material But rather, they.were an
prosperity, his family, opportunity for Job to
his health. All were know of God's great
taken from him, but in healing powers and
the process he came to presence. -Because of
an awareness of God. this, he can say in all
Just before he says, "I honesty and sincerity, "I
shall not see happiness know that You can do all
again," he remembers things, and that no purthat his life is like the pose of yours can be
hindered. I have dealt
wind.
The image which the with great things that I
Hebrew word for wind, do not understand;
Rush. communicates is things too wonderful for
"a fragile dependency on me, which I cannot
God breathing into me." know. I have heard of
That dependence is an You byword of mouth,
unqualified trust.
but now my eye has seen
Job developed this at- You" (Job 42:2-5)

IOLIPFICWEN ANALGESIC

Pain Relief Formula

Special Purchase

Pringles

Nuprin Tablets

•Regular, Rippled, Light, Cheez-urns

•50 Count

Jason* Spas.
Perfect for every body.
It's easy to relax, even when there's a foot of
snow on the ground. Especially in a Jason spa.
M Jason spas can be regulated to keep you in
your own personal comfort, no matter What the
sunounding temperature. So relax. Wintertime
is the perfect time forlounging in your Jason
spa•

68

c per 12 pack

Thornton Tile & Marble, Inc.
;4

612 South 9th Straet
Murray, Ky. 42071
(S02)7_334 19
-

Vinyl Coated
Hangers
•Red, yellow, light green, green, pink,
ad blue •Reg. 97c

88
Cl
or
ox
•1 Gallon

Ivory Liquid Soap
•9 Oz •Reg• 92c

•Reg: 96'
•

11111110111

Hwy. 641 North

Mon.-Sot. 9-9, Sun. 12:30-5:30
Sale Prices Start Fri. .2-1-85
Sale Ends Tues. 2-5-85

•
SAL-MASTS

AOVEInISE0 IMPICINANDISE 1•01,0CY —it•

141,1100 50 halet' pv••

adv,t.sed dem e stock However 4 cfoc
`to a
,
.unforeseen 'Paso.'advert.sed awe rs not enrlable for
purchase Wal Mart ona ,ssue Ben Check cat request for ate
rmachandate lo he purchased al the me rece whenever write!
05ad U.S you•sander awn aS it comparable reduCtrce
pow,
We reserve the Nell in
quantares lotrutallnns vOld as Nip*
Meuco

WALIMART

•Wo Mart So Is for Less •Wol Mort Soils for Less •Wei Mbrt Soils for

timattaxiorwiyammool•••••041.1•1110111w-

••••••••-••
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For
many
bassmasters, winter isa
time spent dreaming
about warmer days and
the hot.fishing action to
come. Unfortunately.
they're missing some of
the better fishing of the
year.
Bill Dance, perhaps
one of America's bestknown bass anglers, is a
"down home" type of
guy who likes the same
type of Ilass'n water that
mahy of u's do. In fact he
has fished Ky. Lake
several times both for
bass and crappie.
Being a nice guy, he

freely gives out information —about how and
where he likes to fish and
in an article with Steve
Prince, one can almost
see their favorite spots
on Kentucky Lake!
When you are fishing a
bluff you need to look for
a ledge or series of
ledges, that stairstep
down to gifferent depths.
In winters, bass often
school over one of these
steps. or they suspend
right off the edge.
Water depth and the
'actual location of the fish
usually determines your
technique for this type of

mounted locator.
Deep fish relate more
You may get lucky and to depth changes and
have the entire school breaklines, so start
turn into active feeders working about 15 feet,
by
hooking
• and and as you go deeper,
deliberately playing the watch for any sudden
fish longer than usual.
drops where the point
If the bass are holding may fall off into the
on the ledge, within a deep.
foot or two, use a rubber
Most of the points in
or hair jig with a pork Kentucky Lake have the
trailer.
Remember deep breaks along the
where - your first fish edges or sides "rather
comes from because than the point itself.
others will usually be Crawl and hop your jig
with it.
along the bottom as you
To find bass on deep work the different depths
-points you have to and watch your line
establish their'depth by closely because you may
trial and error.
not feel lightly striking
fish.
In our lakes (Barkley
and Kentucky), there are
many different kinds of
points, so don't give up if
you
on
one-particular- type. In.Kentucky Lake the
secondary point most
often out-produces the
main lake points year
round. In the winter
months, because of the
lay of the land and sun,
the northside banks hold
more fish.
Tributary streams are
good places to look for
winter fish because
they're generally easy to
fish and can be worked
quickly. The ingredients
to look for in a winter
creek are well-defined
Billy Clendenen and a 160 lb., 13 point deer.
channel banks and
cover.
Take notice also of the

*structure., Use either a
grub or spoon for
suspended fish and a jig
if the bass are on the
ledge itself.
Use a depthfinder to
study the configuration
of the bluff and its
.ledges. starting in the
15-25 foot depths.'What
you are looking for is
some specific structure
which will hold bass:
Many times you will
find plenty of fish but
they.are sUspended and
inactive. Try jigging a
spoon vertically.as you
keep the boat over the
fish by using a bow -

Jeff Mathis and a 225 lb.. eight point deer.

r. SO? 753-0703

Bills Dyer and a 183 lb., seven point deer.

Ronnie Fox and a six point deer.

maupin

Winners of deer
jaw study named

John P. Schweitzer, with sights, quiver and a
Alexandria, and Gregory dozen Easton xx75
K. Pickerel'. Hodgen- camouflaged aluminum
ville, are winners of Ken- arrows.
tucky's first deer jaw
"Doc," a Labrador
water
temperature. study "sweepstakes."
Some creeks may be
The names of the two retriever owned by Diviseveral degrees warmer hunters were selected sion of Wildlife Assistant
than the main lake, and recently in Louisville, Director Lauren Schaaf,
the warmer the water, during the taping of the "selected" the winning
the more active the fish. TV outdoor show "Ken- entries, fetching one
When I fish a winter tucky Afield." Approx- from each of two huge
of
empty
creek I like to go back as imately 3,500 hunters stacks
far as possible and work participated in the study envelopes piled on the
my way out toward the by sending in the lower floor of 'the television
mouth.
left jaws from the deer --studio. Deer Specialist
There are several they harvested during John Phillips, who was
choices of lures for this the 1984 archery and gun the-guest on the weekly
Kentucky-Department of
type of fishing if the seasons.
and
Wildlife
weather has been warm
The jaws were mailed Fish
and sunny for several to the Kentucky Depart- Resources-produced
program,
days. Jigs, spoons, ment of Fish and Wildlife television
grubs, and spinnerbaits Resources offices in discussed the findings of
if there is abundant Frankfort in special the deer jaw study, excover.
envelopes that were plaining that it was
Cover the channel available at deer check designed "-to give us a
banks by working the stations throughout the close look atthe herds in
lure from shallow water season. The prizes were all counties open to hunover the edge into the offered as an incentive ting." Since,a deer's age
be
accurately
deeper water ekcept for for hunters to participate can
estimated by a close exa spoon, this you_spouid..jaish A y.usi..yadaw
tturr-Orits—teetn:*
jrg verffcalry
. along-the help biologiits better
channel edge.
estimate and monitor the the jaws sent in by enOne
thing
to size, growth rate, sex -tucky hunters proirided
remember when fishing
g ratio and age composi- Phillips with an opportributary creeks is that it tion of Kentucky's deer, tunity to agge a representative cross section of the
may take you some time herd.
deer harvest during the
to locate the depth the
Pickerel',
who
fish are using. They can harvested a buck with a 1984 season.
The age of the deer, its
be as shallow as 15 feet rifle on November 6 in
or as deep as 55. All you Larue County, will sex and other data were
can do is to keep working receive a Winchester Then entered into a computer to establish a data
your way out until you Model
70
locate fish.
"Featherweight" in .270 base from which county
county,
and
Another good thing caliber equipped with by
about working a mapr rings, bases and a 3x - 9x statewide, population
creek is thatis will tiave power Leupold scope. models were. created.
itsown supply of resident Schweitzer,
, Who The models are valuable
Ira_ tools since they _can help
"
bass which never leave, harvested a buck
and if you work it long bow and arrow on Oc- Phillips estimate herd
enough and carefully tober -13 in Pendleton. size and growth rates.
enough, you'll eventual- County, will receive a . Harvest projections for
. the next season can also
ly find them!Martin Cougar Magnum
..,..
Happy Fishing! compound bo.w complete . be made from information in these models. The
estimate's are valuable in
assessing if changes
- heed to be made in a particular county's zone
status, which will reflect
the season. length, -and
• the number of days open
antlerless
to
deer
hunting.
Phillips said that the
deer jaw study was such
a success that it will
become a permanent
- part of our management
plans. "I appreciate the
cooperation we received
from Kentucky's deer
hunters, and want them
to know that they have
helped enormously by
providing information
which -will enable us to
better manage KenKela ('onley, 15, and a 98 lb. doe.
, tucky's'growing. quality
deer herd," he added.

'AEA.

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Your Fishing
Headquarters

We Carry Black Powder,
Ammunition,
Accessories, Pistols
& Rifles. CVA, Navy
Arms, Thompson Center.
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753-0703
808 Chestnut

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9.9 Mon,.Stig.
1-6 Sen.
Hwy. 641 S.
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Rods, Reels,
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everything else
you need
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*Bass Hawk Boots
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish

•Turn off 94 E at Duncan's Market,
/
2 miles.
0
10 On Hwy. 732, go 61
in *Open 7 Days A Week
•Owner—Rex Donelson
In 0436-5834
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Tree Service

Where "Service Is Our Business"
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Telephone 502-753-6116
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

We Install Automotive Glass,5
and Have a Complete op'
Automotive Machine Shop! ,1'
9
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753-4563 512 S. 12th
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Racer Illustrated
Murray State (16-3, 6-1 OVC)
vs. Austin Peay (7-12, 3-4 OVC)
Sat., February 2, 1985, 7:3014a
Racer Arena, Murray, Kentucky

Murray State (16-3, 6-1. OVC)
vs. Western Kentucky (10-9, 2-6

SBC)
Mon., February 4, 1985, 7:30 p.m.

GAME NOTES
The Racers completed the first half of the Ohio
Valley Conference season locked into first place
with a 6-1 league record, while Austin Peay is
deadlocked with three other teams for fourth place
with 3-4 records. The last time the two teams met,
on January 9 in Clarksville, the Racers utilized
their Four-to-Score offense in the second half to
shoot 90.5 percent from the field and set a school
record for field goal accuracy in a game with 72.5
percent success. The Goys have been without the
services of leading scorer Gerald Gray, who suffered what was first thought to be a sprained
ankle, but now is thought to be a stress fracture.
He is listed as doubtful for Saturday's game. The
Racers hold a commanding 35-18 lead in the
rivalry. Which was begun on December 18, 1941,
when the Racers took a 53-43 win out of
Clarksville.
THIS DATE IN RACER HISTORY
February 2, 1980 — Outstanding play by MSU
center Allen Mann and unselfish play by the team
as a whole gave the Racers a 100-73 win over Tennessee Tech. Mann had his best game as a Racer,
scoring 27 points and pulling down 15 rebounds,
all in only •29 minutes of action. MSU• led by his
much as 30th the second half. Glen Green and Lamont Sleets each had seven assists as the Racers
set a record for team assists with 29.

Racer Arena, Murray, Kentucky
GAME NOTES
The Murray State-Wester, KehtuckY rivalry
once again comes to life after a three-yea
The Hilttoppers will be a formidable foe rashiatus.
MSC
steps out of conference play for the last time
in
regular season. Although WKU has a 10-9 record,
coach Clem .Haskins has taken his
• talented
charges against some of the best teams
in the
region. including Alabama-Birmingham, Dayton,
and Virginia Commonwealth. The 'Toppers
have
outstanding individual talent, led by sophomor
sensation Kinnard Johnson. The forward is thee
only WKU player averaging in 'double
digits in
icoring 114.6) and he also leads the. team
in rebounding i 6:3 per game I.
The series with Western
is one of the few on this year's schedule
MS
trails in 189-40i. It all started Januarythat
25.
1.
when MSU won 26-24 in Murray. •
THIS DATE IN RACER HISIORY
February 4, 1967 — In - a wild shootobt
'ClarksvlIle, MSU dropped a 117-94 decision
Austin Peay. The Goys broke the game open in the
last 3:17 of the first half by outscoring the
Racers
14-2. Off to a slow second-half start. MSC
still
came to within six with 10:38 left.
they
---4rtettrthe-nateetrakiIiffirl -gel over Though
the hump to
take the win. The.final score-provided two
. records:. most points by-both tearng. (t1i MSU
arid
most points allowed an opponent 117 ).

Racer fans havebeen getting excited about their team's performan
ce
• lately. The Racers are first in the Ohio Valley
Conference at the halfway

point of league play, and the fans have added to the excitement by
bring.
ing the Wave to life in Racer Arena.

STARTING LINEUPS
Murray State
G-Zedric Macklin, 6-5, 12.9
G-Craig Talley, 6-4, 13.3
Lahm, 6-11, 10.6
F-Vada Martin, 6-7, 12.6
F-Chuck Glass, 6-7, 9.9

Austin Peay
G-James Rorex, 6-0, 8.7
6-Lonnie West, 5-11, 2.3
C-James Colson, 6-6, 10.8
F-Robert Biggers, 6-5, 10.7
F-Pat Day, 6-1, 9.6

.................t......i........1.44......................4.
....,.
•.•

Western Kentucky
G-Mike Ballenger, 6-3, 9.0
G-Dennis Johnson, 6-2, 5.1
C-Clarente Martin, 6-8, 4.4
F-Kannard Johnson, 6-9, 14.6
F-Tellis Frank, 6-9, 7.9

Thorobred Computers
and Software Systems

•
Meet
Audra Moody
of the
Home Team

Is Now Your Apple Computer
Service Center

See Audra For ,
All Your
Real Estate Needs

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU BETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
Tint

ud r a Moods

PP

D

REALTY

Residence

711 ,214

McCLARD

Office

753-9036

753-9132

accesserws

753-1222

We Carry
•Leading Edge
•IBIVI
'Digital
•Televideo
'Apricot
1111111

SHELL

$1.50 DAY

i

p•I‘
?SI '110

For Movie Rentals On
Tuesdays and Thursdays

See Us For All Types of Software
OLYMPIC PLAZA MURRAY 753-7733
•

If your home

For All Your
Printing Needs

and possessions
are extra
5
1
4 Purdom,
special...
Thurman

Large or Small

Gofor the
GOLD!

Creative
Printers, Inc.

The Home Defender
GOLD Edition from
State Auto Insurance
Companies...covering
your residence and
personal property
against just about every
conceivable kind of loss,

121 ByPass Murray
For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

'a

Uk• a g001:1
neighbor
State Farm IS there

s

nal Health I
t" Stair tar

,,••• ••••• row,•ac...•••••• ,••••••1.•camp*.
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759-9888

& McNutt
Dan McNutt
Southside
Court Sq
753-4451
State Auto
Insurance Companies

lir

with exceptionally high
limits. Let us tell you
more about this extra
special homeowners
policy.

'Automotive Parts & Paint
*Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
•Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512 S. 12th

753-4563

Ross Insurance
Agency
SALES &'SERVICE
Factory Trained Mitchanics • We Deliver
• Office Supplies,* Furniture • Calculators
• Copy Machines & Supplies • Typewriters

COPIERS

I.arry Krouse
Insurance

D&W Auto
Supply Inc.

aWaS TYPEWRITERS
CALCULATORS
a CASH
REGISTERS

Ronnie Ross
Danny Ross
James Ross
Billy Miller

XERO,COMA Ai ON
Your only Authorized XEROX
Soles Agent in this-tree.

COPIERS - CASH REGISTERS

OFFICE FURNITURE & DESIGN

401 01!,/c-,

7
.5.) 5321

Auto
Homeowners
Commercial
Fire
Formowners
Lite
Health

TOLL FREE-DIAL '1'

800
753-0123 & THENMAIN
MURRAY

592-3499

512

GO

RACERS!

Best of Luck
Racers!
Hwy. 641 North
Central- Center
Home of the Racer Meetings
Monday at 12 Noon
•
711 So. 12th
Murray, Ky.

Located in the University Center
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SPORTS

Wi
Miirra.y Ledger & Times
E‘perts high
on recruits
for upcoming
football.lear

Junior college trawjer lit% right in at 1NI

Glass is glue that binds Racers

*--

• .7.••-=

KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP) - This year's top
high school football prospects, say the experts,
include a gifted passer
from North Carolina, a
trio of cat-quick running
'backs and a hulking
youth from the Texas
Panhandle who also
stars in the classroom.
Each year the NCAA
Enforcement Department interviews high
School and college
coaches around the
country and 'compiles a
list- of the top 100 or so
prospects to monitor
their recruitment in
what is called "Operation Intercept." The
NCAA does not make its
list public. But Dale
Smith of the NCAA
agreed to identify the
so-called "super bluechip," athletes.
'"TfferaiicoTik-trie- —
ones who -everybody
- believes will be the stargof the future," Smith'
said. "But of course
nobody can predict for
sure," .

Special to the Ledger & Times
and continues to hold it. Keyed iias a small forward,
At the beginning of the current basketball season. he uses his 6-7 frame to its greatest advantage, but he
the Murray State Racers were the question mark of can play No.2 guard if the need arises.
the Ohio Valley,ecinference.
If he had his druthers,.tied prefer the guard role.
With seven newcomers on a team that had a 15-13
"I like playing the big guard position better
season the previous year. could the Racers return to because a smaller man is defending me," he said,
the form of old, a form which netted three OVC titles "but I can play the point and I do handle the ball a lot
and three NIT appearances?
• against backcourt pressure."
_At_the midway point ofthe season, the answer to
It would seem the only thing Glass doesn't do is sell
the question is "yes." and the glue that is binding the popcorn in Racer Arena, but there was a time when
Racers is junior forward Chuck Gliss.
that wasn't the case.
A native of Elkton. Ky.. Glass was, one of five
"In high school I was a scorer first, second and.
junior college transfers who joined the Racers this last, but at Three Rivers Community College coach
seastal. Even though he was a newcomer, the MU (Gene) Bess emphasized defense and rebounding
staff had a feeling he could contribute quickly to the first," he said. "If you wanted to play, you played
team.
like he wanted you to."
"
"Chuck has an outstanding basketball look about
Even Glass' goals reflect his unselfish attitude.
him." said MSU head coach Ron reene. "He's as
"I don't have any personal goals, except that I
good at defense as any forward we've had."
want to play in the NCAA tournament this year,: he
Defense is just one of the things Glass has brought reflected, "but since it will take the team to get me
to the Racers. When he isn't leading the Racers in there. I guess that's more of a team goal. and that's
scoring 'as he has done in four of the first 19 games I, the, way I like it."
.
he's pulling down rebound§ at a 6.6 per-game clip or
That's the way the Racer fans like it, too.
dishing out a team-high 71 assists or making a teamhigh 34 steals.
"I had no problems adjusting to coach Greens',.s._
.NY
•J.
y
•
•
play a teamoriented style and nobody is what you would call the
-star of the team. We all try te compliment one
another ..tnd do what it takes to win • the ball game.
MR. VERSATILITY' - Chuck Glass, referred
That's the bottom line '
to as the glue that holds the Racers together, ha.',
proven his versatility this season by leading the
When it came to putting his name on the bottom
Murray
State team in steals and assists while
line of a letter of intent, Glass had several schools to
pulling down 6.8 rebounds per contest.
choose from including Southern Illinois. Lamar and
Photo by David Tuck
Missouri. He opted for Murray State.
'When MS1' was recruiting me,coach Greene-toldme I had a good chance to become a starter," he
recalled. "Then the decision was easy."
He secured his starter's slot in preseason practices

.1

1'

Weekend home stand important to Racer momentum Entering till second
half of the Ohio Valley
Conference season, in
first place. a game
ahead of Tennessee
Teal,'the* Murray State
Racers close a fourgame home stand by
entertaining a pair of
old rivals.
Saturday the Racers
host OVC foe Austin
Peay and Monday the
Racers resume an Old
rivalry against Western
Kentucky. Both games
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
Racer Arena.
Coach Howard
Jackson's Governors,
who fell to MSU in

Clarksville on Ja.n.9 by
an 86-79 margin, still are
without the services .of
leading scorer .Gerald
Gray.
- Forced to -the
sidelines with what was
first diagnosed as an
ankle sprain but could
be a stress fracture.
Gray did not play
against the Racers .in
the f1rs1 meeting of the
two teams.
Since that time the
Goys have gone 3-3 with
all three wins coming by
a two-point margin.
However,. the Austin
Peay squad has lost its
last three games, all in.

•

OVC play, to fall into a
four-way deadlock for
fourth place with a 3-4
league mark, 7-12
overall.
_
The Austin Peay
game will be MSU's last
conference home game
until the end of
February when.Eastern
Kentucky and
Morehead State come to
Racer Arena to bring
down the cintain on the
regular season.
The Western
Kentucky-Murray State
rivalry is renewed after
a three-year hiatus. One
of the hottest battles in
the OVC in the past, the

series has been on hold
since the Hilltoppers left
the OVC to join the Sun
Belt Conference' after
the 1981-82 season.
"I'm glad we're able
to rekindle the rivalry
with Western Kentucky," commented
MSU head coach Ron
Greene. "It's a good one
for us and our fans, and
It takes us a step closer
to our goal of
establishing a yearly
series with all Of the
Division I teams in our
region."
Battling a tough Sun
Belt schedule and a
challenging pre-season

slate. the 'Toppers are timate as ours is."
year," said greene.
off to a 10-9 start entering
With or without the "LaSt weekend he showaction at home against - Wave. senior center ed he could be very proNorth Carolina-Charlotte Mike. Lahm
has turn- ductive against twb of
on Saturday. .Sparking ed in two • outstanding the best front lines in the
the WKU attack is performances in his last OVC as well as be an insophomore sensation two games. In action timidating factor defenKannard Johnson, the against Tennessee Tech sively.".•
•
only 'Topper averaging and Middle Tennessee,
Following the Western
In double figurea with he scored 42 points on Kentucky game,
the
14.6 points pergame.The 15-20 field goal shooting Racers face a four
-game.
top freshman rebourider and 12-13 from the free road Stint, kicking off
in WKU history last throw line. He also nabb- with a rematch against
season, .johnson has ed 15 rebounds and Tennessee Tech.
maintainek his -board- blocked seven shots, in"Truthfully, with a
work with 'a. strong 6.3 cluding five rejections in young squad, I'd much
average per outing.
the first half of the MTSU rather play at home
The WKU game is ex- game. His totals of 22 more in the first half of
pected to be a sell-out, against TTU and 20 the season," observed
which means Racer fans against MTSU both top- Greene. "We've ,had
a
will have the opportuni- ped his career best of 17 chance to play together
ty to play with their new against Austin Peay last and get to know each
toy - The Racer Wave, year.
other, and we've proven
which was introduced to:
"There's no doubt We can'winon the road.
Racer Arena during Mike has improved a Now all that remains
is
MSU's win over Ten- great deal over last to go out and do the
job."
nessee Tech to claim sole
possession of first place
in the OVC as well as
secure the Racers sixth
consecutive winning
season.
''I've always- been- a
•
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Local Bowling
Magic Tri League

The Ledger It Times will
publish its third annual Profile
section on February 28th.
Profile is designed to allow
each Murray business to be
represented through ads (at a
special low rate) and news
stories.
Profile will be distributed to
every Murray household and will
be available for visitors at the
Chamber of Commerce.
Don't be left out.
Call today to be included in the
extra special edition.
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Weekend Special

f

5 Movie Rentals
Only

Nancy Buchanan
Sondra Ware
Pat Hesselrode
High Ind Game MCI
Kaye Redd
Nancy Buchanan
Pam Cherry
High Ind Series iSC,
Sondra Rice
Lou Darnell
Pat Hesselrode
High _Ind_ Series I lit'I
.
Nancy Buchanan
Sondra Rice
Patty Harris

12

Pick-Up Fri.—Bring Back Mon.
This Is A Repeat Of Our
Holiday Special Because

Of Popular Demand
Just Arrived
80 New Movie Titles

All Week Special
Rent A V.C.R. For Only
$15 Per Week lIncludes One Free Movie)
Murray's
CELIMIZI
Only Cbmplete
RENTAVSALES
Rental Store
CENTER
Were Growing To Get
,2010E Mom

Two quarterbacks top
most recruiters' lists
this year, said Smith.
The most talented
passer may be Todd
Ellis of Greensboro.
N.C., who hit 203 of 322
passes for 3,110 yards
and 19 touchdowns in
leading Page High
School to a 13-0-1 mark.
Chris, Osgood of Moss
Point, Miss., who was
president of his senior
class, is more of an
option-type quarterback
who runs a the 40-yard
dash in 4.6 seconds.
237
"There are three run236
236 ,ning backs mentioned,
prominently by
300
everybody," Smith said,
289
297
"Brian Davis of
Washington, Pa., Sam616
615
my Smith of Apopka,
SOR
Fla., and Aaron
706
Emanuel of Quartz Hill,
703
Caul."
699
Davis, 5-11, 196, missed two games because
of injury his senior year
but still rushed for 1,600
!Yards and 2 4
touchdowns on 166 carries. Smith,6-2, 210, also
missed time with injury
but still -managed to
average more than 10
yards per carry while
scoring 16 touchdowns.
Emanuel, 6-a. 208,
scored 17 .touchdowns
an-d amassed 1,962
yards on 284 carries,
said Smith.

Briefly

• And More Arriving
This Brings Our Total
1100 Movie Titles, •
Ask About Our Movie Club Membership-

Your Business

. One of the nation's
most unusual athletes is
Ed Cunningham, a
6-foot-7, 265-pound offensive • lineman from
Sanford-Fritch High
School, a tiny- communi.
ty in the Texas
Panhandle.
"He's an absolutely
super offensive lineman
and he averages 31
points and 17 rebounds
in basketball." Smith
said.
"He's being recruited
as a power forward in
basketball by schools
like -Houston and
DePaul. He's also an
honor student whose
father is a superintendent Of schools. Each
year there are two-sport
stars in both football
and basketball. But it's
usually a kid who plays
a skilled position in football, like wide 'receiver
or quarterback. We've
never known of an offensive lineman who had
enough quickness to
play major college
basketball."

/53 fe201

NEW YORK (AP) Running back Walter
Payton, the National
Football League's
leading career rusher,
was named the Gordon's Gin Black Athlete
of the Year.
,
Dwight Gooden, the
sensational rookie pitcher for the New York
'Meta finishell second
in the -s ballbting''by a
- panel of -black media
specialists. .
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Wildcats upset LSU 53-43

SCOREBOARD

Slowdown approach works for Kentucky
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LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- Kentucky coach
Joe B. Hall spotted a
weakness in game films
and decided to play it
slow,
Hall's surprise approach worked for a
53-43 Kentucky victory
over Louisiana State
Thursday night, but
Hall admitted it probably won't succeed
again.
The loss cost the
Bayou Bengals, •13-5
overall and 7-4 in the
league, the
Southeastern Conference basketball lead
and snapped a threegame win streak.
"The main thing was
tempo," Hall said. "The
films showed that this
type of tempo hurt LSU.
If they were allowed to
get out and utilize their
abilities, they were a
much better ball club.
We wanted to test this
strategy, especially in
this ball game. I don't
know if it would work
against anyone else."
Kentucky, snapping a
three-game skid, im-

Wildcats snap
three-game
losing streak

For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical
check with
State Farm.

r.
714,
Reynolds. "We tried too over Jose Vargas' block
Uke 0000 •
much one-on-one stuff attempt. Bearup- added
10191UP _
under the basket and we a free -Throw-inii
Stitt
Farm is there
-then
ended up turning the Walker iced two more to
ball over."
make it 40-33 as the
Kentucky, .mean- Tigers went more than
while, was 10 of 22 and 31,e2 minutes without a
had a 13-9 edge on the score.
boards at halftime.
After that, LSU could
National Basketball Association
' tat
The Tigers said they get no closer than five
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Kansa t it,
weren't prepared for a points as Kentueky went
Atlantic Division
W t
Pct
GB
1. A laikers'
slowdown game, but • to the free-thro.w line for
Hoston
414 _
37 5
Phoenix
Coach Dale Brown said 12 shots - and made
Philadelphia
36 5
nisio
Seattle
147
Washington
•
211
574
27
he half expected Hall's nine
Portland
in the final 1:51.
New lerses
447 16,,
Clippers
I.
A
strategy.
\,-a York
"I think that ,when
:to
:t62
Gulden State
"We didn't encounter LSU came back and tied
Thursdays Games
Central Division
7.r. Jersey 122 1. A Clippers wi
anything surprising, but It, we played our best
Milwaukee
32 14
696 lien", 121 Dallas llo
.
I ietroit
24 17
.622
we were just not ex- basketball of the night,"
Portland 129 Golden State Mk
Chit ago
24 22
522
Seattle
96
San
Antonio 94ecuting well," Brown Hall said. "We stayed
Atlanta
15 26
42,2 12Y;
Friday's Games
.
15 31
said, referring to Hall's cool and stayed with •Indiana
120i 17
Kansas Cat', at Boston
Cleveland
31
23
295
comment earlier this what we were doing
Chicago at Philadetphia
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Cleveland at Atlantis
week that he wanted both offensively and
Midwest Division
Washington at induiasi_
Denver
11.1.4
30 17
more patience when his defensively. I 'tali at Dallas.
Houstor,
26 24,
kiew-Vorkal 1.-4 Laker.
team is on offense.
"This was an ex24 .22
San Antonio at Portland
San Antonio
4.5
22 21
"We were not surpris- cellent win for us and
Milwaukee at Seattle .
ed at Kentucky's more certainly a confidence
conservative play," builder. LSU has a Brown said. "I would super ball club and they
College Basketball Scores
Kentucky 53 Louisiana St 43
have been had I not read just didn't get into their
SOUTHWEST
Thursday s Games
Louisiana Tech 80, Arkansas St
Lamar 84 NE Louisiana 7i.
indications of it in the game. They didn't shoot
EAST
73
•
NiCholls
St 97 SIP, Texas St 73
Cola-ate 47. N Adams St 34
McNeese St 91 Texas-Arlington
paper, plus the closed well in the first half and
FAR WEST
Delaware St 83. Morgan St 68
82
Arizona 64 Washington 56
practice session the turnovers were in
Fairleigh Dickinson 57. Marist 54
O ld Do minion 59
Arizona St 63 Washington St 59
George Mason 78, Navy 74
Ala -Birmingham 58
Wednesday."
our favor."
California 42 Oregon St 36
George Washington 93. Risode
S Alabama 87, N C Charlotte 76
Cal Santa Barbara 72 Long
"Evidently they made
Island 84
....
''
•priar6i:..----•coeistfliforTrrtar----12MLi
-900 passes
a?"A' --+IgrOge0'75722R111/15,2*----Loulsiana62. New Orleans 45
,ChicaguSt. 77. S Irdernational
1-2 5-9 7. Williams 0-4 2-22. N Wilson
Holy Cross 102, Iona 88
Tennessee St t7. Jackson St 46
67
the LSU coach added. ' 6-7 2.2.14. Redden 2-5 2-2 6. Tylor
Ntagera 88. Boston C. 87. OT.
17,
.Va 'Commonwealth 87 'Jackson
FresriC;St 56 Pa,ifa
Penn St. 71. Massachusetts 65.0T
Whatever the 0-02. A: Wilson 1.2 0-0 2. Conley 0-0
vine 54
Nevada-Las -Vegies 70 lea.,,- Jog"
0-0 0,
St. Joseph's 70. Dtiquesne 56
ich 1-2 0-0 2. D
- W Carolina 38 Davidson 57
Wildcats did, it worked. Brown Bukumirov
State
56,
0.1 0-00. 0 Brown 0-0 0.0 11
Temple 77. St Bonaventure 56
MIDWEST
Blanton
2.2 0-04. Vargas'2.4 0-0 4
Vermont 57, New Hampshire 52'
Kentucky coasted to a
Akron 61. Cent Florida 611. OT
Oregon 6i Stanford 54
Totals 16-38 11.1342
West Virginia 76. Rutgers 71, OT
E Illinois 72, Evansville 67
25-16 halftime lead. But
Pepperchne 76 Portland 75
KENTIVKY (33) - Walker 6.11
SOUTH
Iowa 72, Indiana 59
St
Mary. s 75 San Diego 65
5-8
21 Bennett 3-3 2-2 8. Bearup 2.5
the Bayou Bengals
Appalachian St 72, N. Carolina
Michigan 76 Northwestern 32
Santa Clara 91 Loyola CaW.. 754
444.
A&IT 67
0-3 0-0 0, Harden 24.
Michigan St 77, WIsporisbri48
outscored their hosts 2-3 6, Blackmon
Sin I:Meg° gi 77 Brtgham Youhg
Davender 0-0 0-0 0, McKinley
Ark ,Little Rock 68, Georgia St
N Iowa 70. Pan American 68
71
15-6 in the next 11 2-4 0-04, Madison 0-1 6-66, Lock 0-1
64
Ohio St 76. Minnesota d
Ctati 78 Hawaii 64
0-0 0 Totals 17-34 19-25 53
Furman 73 E Tennessee St 72
S Illinois 63. Illinois St 50
minutes to tie it at 31-31
I 'tan St .' ra,
in,- 44
Halftime - Kentucky 25. LouiI .-i
with 8:54 to play and at siana St 16 Fouled out - N Wilson.
St 53
Bennett. Rebounds - Louisiana St
33 with 7:54 left.
V 4 Reynolds 6,, Kentucky 20
Bennett put Kentucky tBearup hi Assists - Louisiana St
up by two, and then 115 Williams. Taylor 31. Kentucky
Harden 7 Total fouls - Louisiana
Walker hit a 6-footer St. 22. Kentucky
15 - A - 22.136
•••

••

6
41
1
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30.

_National Basketball tssociation
-

proved to 10-8 and 5-4.
Kenny Walker, the
SEC's top scorer and rebounder, led the way
again with 21 points and
six rebounds. Senior
Bret Bearup fouled out
with eight rebounds and
eight points.
Louisiana State,
which averages 79
points per game and has
four starters scoring
better than 12, was led
by Nikita Wilson's 14
points and five rebounds. No one else
managed more than
seven points.
Wilson got the Bayou
Bengals on the
scoreboard nine seconds
into the'Mile% 'but
minutes went by before
he raised LSU's point

total to four. By then,
Kentucky, showing new
patience with the pass
and milking the
45-second clock, had
reeled off eight points,
half of them by Winston
Bennett.
Roger Harden's
22-footer with 8:16 left in
the half stretched the
Wildcat lead tc,18-8.
Four minutes into the
game, LSU had put up
only three shots. At
11:30, the Tigers were
two of six. By the end of
the half, the team had
made only six of 16 shots
but committed 12
turnovers.
"We were impatient.
We"didn'tlet'our offense
create things for us,"
said Jerry "Ice"

Usher begins three-year task
of guaranteeing USFL survival
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College Basketball Results

went through the roof.
This year the USFL
has shrunk to 14 franchises, three have moved and two are being
carried whole or in part

*UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
Not that _he, can
guarantee he will be
around for all three
years - or that the
league will be.
-This is an important
year," he says. "Next
year is critical. I can't
even begin to think
about 1987."
Today, he formally
took over a league
which started out two
years ago as a 12-team
operation committed to
being a spring-andsummer alternative to
the National Football
League, and committed
to keeping salaries
within reason.
Within a year, the
USFL mushroomed to
18 teams and salaries

by the rest of the league.
And next year, the
USFL plans to switch to
an autumn -winter
schedule and go head-tohead with the NFL.
"I wouldn't be here if
I didn't think I rould do
the job," Usher said
Thursday. "I'm here
because I like the
challenge, because I
think I can have an
impact.
,"I view my job as bringing a sense of fiscal
responsibility to each of
the clubs and a sense of
centralded control to a
league that hasn't
always enjoyed that.
This league was crying
out for strong centralized leadership. There are

- -4

-11,6n -11

'
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NEW YORK__L.AP4Harry Usher has a
three-year contract as
commissioner of the
United States Football
league. Guaranteed.

PAGE II

established leagues who
perhaps don't need that.
But this- is a start-up
situation. It doein't
have a track record.
What I've got to do is
grab hold of everything,
say, 'Whoa, bring it
here. Let me get my
arms around it.' That's
what I'm trying to-do."
And he denies emphatically that he is
merely a caretaker,
overseeing an operation
whose primary goal is
hanging on until a
billion-dollar lawsuit
against the NFL pays
off or (L. merger with the
older league takes
place.
He assumed his new
duties five years to the
day he became chief
operating officer of the
Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee.
The 45-year -old
Usher, a Beverly Hills,
Calif., lawyer, succeeds
Chet Simmons, who had
a three-year contract
and a one-year option
and, after losing much
of that "centralized control" to some highspending owners,
resigned after two
years.
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THE SAVING PLACE

Bandits won't haggle over Collinsworth
CINCINNATI(AP)The Tampa Bay Bandits
of the United States
Football League won't
stand in the way of wide
receiver Cris Collinsworth if he wants to
break his contract and
return to the Cincinnati
Bengals of the National
Football League, according to John Bassett,
managing partner of the
USFL club.
Bassett also said the
Bandits won't demand
more than the player's
original $500,000 bonus
to void the deal with
Collinsworth.
In a telephone interview from Tampa,
Bassett said Thursday
he thinks Collinsworth is
"peat up" from the
Bgngals' 1984 season
and said he wouldn't
lose any respect for him

if he said he wanted to
play in Cincinnati instead of Tampa.
"If it's in his best interest to get back to Cincinnati, he can go
back," said Bassett.
"Our situation is very
simple: If Collinsworth
wants to go, he can go. If
he goes back, I might
take a tittle heat, but
who cares?"
In return, Bassett said
he would ask for nothing
more than the bonus
Collinsworth received,
The Bandits have
stronger needs now than
at wide receiver. Tampa Bay had the USFL's
No. 2 passing offense in
1084 and has an allUSFL receiver in Eric
Truvillion, who caught
70 passes for 1,044 yards
and nine touchdowns
last year. The other

TUCK'

starting wide receiver,
Willie Gillespie, caught
50 balls for 803 yards
and five touchdowns.
Collinsworth's health
also worries Bassett,
although the player said
he began sprinting on
Monday and would
begin practicing patterns on Saturday. Collinsworth said he
thought he could start
practicing with the
team next week.
"He certainly can't
play right now," Bassett
said. "I've talked, to
him, and he says he
feels beat up. As of
Thursday, Jan. 31, it's
not my opinion that he's
able to compete well
right now. I would think
the earliest he can come
in and practice effectively is 10 days to two
weeks."
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Price
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Van Buren

Financial Focus Series

Breast Implants Are a Matter
Of Sanity, Not Just Vanity

-

L

DEAR ABBY: Help me, please!
My doctor has informed me that I
have to have both breasts removed.
He said a .reconatraetiv-e plistie
surgeon could give me implants that
would make me look normal-even
pretty!
My problem is my husband. He'i,
against it. He says it's just for
"looks," and I don't need breasts for
him. Abby. I am not a vain woman,
but I want breasts for myself. I've
already seen the plastic surgeon,
who explained the implant operation,..and my hopes are so high. It
would mean the world to me.
My husband is very tight with a
dollar and says he's not going to
waste his money on breasts I don't'
need, and for a woman my age it
would be just that-a waste. 11'm 48
and he's 70.)
Abby, do You think I'm a terrible
woman to want breasts? Please help
me to persuade my husband. I have
no money of my own and I don't
have much time. Thank you.

never knew about) came to town a
month ago and now she wants him
, back,She claims she is still his legal
wife because they never were
divorced. She moved in "with him
and has threatened to send him-to
jail for bigamy if he doesn't play her
game. We love each other very much,but
it's beginning to look like our
relationship is going down the drain.
Should I go on with my life and let
my boyfriend deal with his?_ Or
should hang in there? I really want
to marry him.
CRAZY IN LOVE
-

DEAR NEEDS: You are not a
"terrible -woman" to want
breasts; you're honest and coix-•
rageous.
Some reconstructive, plastic
surgery can be classified as
essential-to one's-mental health;
in which case it's covered by
'insurance.(Your physician can
attest to this.)
• Enlist your doctor's help- in
explaining to your husband that
the implants are not a wastethey are vital to'your emotional
well-heing. They are! Good- luck
and God bless.

• 'DEAR ABBY'What advice-have
- you for a lady when she is out to
dinner in a top restaurant with an
older gentleman -she knows to be •
very well-to-do, and he leaves a very
poor tip? The service on all of these
- occasions- was excellent. Abby, I'm
talking about a "tip" of $1 for a
dinner check in the neighborhood of
• $50.
This has occurred. several timei
with the same gentleman. So'far,
I:ve pretended not to notice, but I've
• been so embarrassed that I've con-sidered leaving a few dollars of my
own on the table. Of course, I'd do
this subtly. so he wouldn't see me.
EMBARRASSED

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

GIE

DEAR CRAZY: Don't plan on
marrying him for a long time-if
ever. He already has one wife
too many. What he needs'right
now is a lawyer to straighten
out this bigamy business.
You'd be wise to go on with
your life, and let him deal with.
his.

............*1-*.
• *......,.....*
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-A, 1...............
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DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend and I
have been in love for three years.
We've talked about marriage, but
there were always complications. I
knew -he-had been married and'
divorced, but reciently found out
that he married his second wife
without having been divorced troM
his first. His first wife (whom I
THIS IS MY REPORT
ON SLEEP

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

A

04€

sit

DEAR EMBARRASSED: (A)
Tell him you'd be glad to "pitch
in" for the tip if he's a little
short. (B) Add
ough of your
own money to his to make it a
respectable tip. But why be
subtle? If he sees you, so what?
It might help loosen the old
tightwad up a bit.

SLEEP 15 50 YOU
WON'T LIE AWAKE
ALL NIEOT WORRYING
MOO* TOMORROW

eraployer constituting reality, is one group of
the benefits of which
additional
equity the working individuate put^1
would be, distributed to
employee
could
draw ting money in and
W v
the aged to make up the
another group of retired
upon in old age.
difference between their
taking
But, like most goVern- individuals
anticipated income and
ment programs, it began money out. This was acloss of income from retir- to
blossom and expand. ceptable in the beginning
ing. This "anticipated in- Soon,
it inClUdsd disabili- then the 'depositors"
R. Randall Saladin
come," -the creators
the
ty and medical aid. And, outnumbered
theorized, would come
522 West Main
as the benefits grew, so "withdrawers" seven to
from the aged's savings,
did the coats. Additional one. However,we are ap502-753-7401
investments, pensions.
servicelad to be-Mahe. proachira threel0 one
p frOili chi-Wm'etc ed, and
conthis was done in rafa-three
It was presented as a two
ways: the percen- tributing; one taking out.
"trust fund" whereby tage of
By Randy Saladin
individual con- The Implication is as the
the employee would tribution
and matching - majority of our society
The originators of ed the program much iiiiike
dontributions to be
contribution from the in- reaches retirement age,
Social Security coaceiv- like an insurance fund, matched . by
the
dividual's employer was there will be fewer and
increased; correspon- fewer workers to support
dingly, the maximum in- the system.
Is the Social Security
come on which the
percentage is levied was system doomed to colIncreased. In 1970, the lapse? Will the elderly be
percentage both the able to live in some
employee and
the degree of dignity? I wish
employer contributed I could say, "Tune in
was 4.8 percent; in 1980, next week for the
FOR SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1985
6.13
percent; and it's dramatic conclusion."
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
scheduled
tio be 7.15 per- But, wiser men and
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23to Nov.21)
cent by 1086. Also, in women than I are unable
The moods of a loved one are
the forecast given for your birth sign.
1970. workers stopped to predict the destiny of
changeable. Be true to your own conARIES
paying when they earned 'the program. I feel a bit
Pt victions. A visit or chat with a relative $7,800;
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
in 1980, the stop- more secure, however,
It may be difficult to deal with both is a plus note.
ping point was $25,900; when I know I'm preparjob and domestic interests today, but SAGITTARIUS
and, in 1986, this ceiling ing for my retirement
dia
you'll feel an increase of energy by (Nov.22toDee21)
Is expected to be $47,700: myself, and, if there's
A
sexual
concern
could
be
the real
day's end.
Furthermore, there enough Social Security to
reason for an argument today. FurTAURUS
was
never a "trust fund" go around when that day
ther
research
is
needed
$
*
11
about
an
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
as
we
think of a trust comes, I'll just be that
Feelings are easily hurt now, which unclear investment proposition.
fund.
What
we have, in much better off,
CAPRICORN
means you'll have to be tactful and
Alk
diplomatic. Partnership interests, (Dec• 22tu Jan. 19)
A romantic tiff is possible, but it can
though,are favored.
be resolved by day's end. Evening
GEMINI
,(May.21taJune.20),.. ...... ....0..„finds. you.. contemplating changesThough new Jo opportunities will
around the house.
nietin an increase in income, avoid AQUARIUS
2 .Noti"ce
2
N o t'i
financial hot water today. Be sure to (Jan.20to Feb.18)
ACCORDING to 11)84
"BROOKSIE'S Gifts".
A little envy or competition will be
stick to budgets.
national electrical code
prices 11.00-1100.00.
felt
on
the
job.
You
get along better
CANCER
and Murray city elecOpen: Tues., Wed..
with bosses than co-workers now.
(June 21 to July 22)
trical ordinance no. 556
Thurs.. Sat.. Sun.
and 563 all wiring done
hours: 10a.m.-12p.m.,
Aggressiveness won't work, neither Minimize strife.
in corp. city limits' of
2p.m.-4p.m. Hazel, -Ky..•
will aPpeasement. Some people are PLSCag
*ow
Murray shall be in42049, 492-8764.
maw
just difficult to please, Proper timing (Feb. 19to Mar.20)
spected by electric in• Some topsy-turvy devlopments in
is the key careerwise.
spector. Electric in.
Do Something Nice
f:,..ap
romance can cause you to rethink
spector now, receives
LEO
copy of all bldg. peryour position. It's time to inaugurate
For Yourself.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Mitt
mits. Alfred R. Duncan.
It won't be till you're at home by a budget.
Call BIBLE CALL
electric inspector no.
yourself that you'll be able to make 2071-C.
759-4444
the pieces of the puzzle fit. Distant in- . YOU BORN TODAY are a free
CREDIT available.'
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sensitive
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spirit
terests are lucky.
easy monthly_
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needs of others.. Quite imaginative,
payments. Master
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Muffler & Brake 631 S
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(Aug.23toSept.22)
FREE
towing, road
4th, contact John
service, travel service.
One friend proves to be a mainstay music, dance, acting, design and ficHoskins.
maps, $10,000 death
of support, on thi.s day when others lion are fields in which you can make
1111111111:*
Insurance, traveler's
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checks, magazine, bond
Lose Weight
concerned about how your own feel,
so-so.
service & more. AAA
good
you're
a
treated,
being
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are
,___a_,
LIBRA
759-9673_ _
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Quickly &
4VQ observer of the human scene. You'd
JUDY Williams Tax
(Sept.23to Oct.22)
Safely
Service. Reasonable
The signals that others give career- make a good counselor, psychologist
rates. Call for an apwise aren't clear. Still, you'll have to or teacher. Birthday of: Farrah
100% Natural
pointment. 436-2524 or
Joyce,
James
actress;
Fawcett,
come to a decision. Know what your
436-5496.
100%
writer; and Jascha Heifetz, violinist.
own goals are.
Guaranteed
kg
WE TAKE
Call 753-7863
THE CAKE
WAKE UP M4AM

Edward
D. Jones
IF Co.

TO BE BEAUTIFUL YOU
.514OULO 60 TO BED
EARLY,AND NOT STAY UP
ALL NI9tTWATCI4[N6
PUMS PROGRAMS

Perry Mason is done
with TV; returns to
first love: theater

-

98

5140T.1 CANNON I

REST COR
A WWLE?

W4AT,
AGUN?
WELL,
Y

4w.ormung

CHEHALIS, Wash.
(AP)- Actor Raymond
Burr of "Perry Mason"
and "Ironsides" television fame says he's
finished with the tube
and is returning to his
first love, the stage.
Burr, 67, said he
would return to the
theater in a play on
Henry the Navigator
which is now being written and is scheduled to
open in 1987 in England.
"Twenty years of
years of TV is enough,"
Burr, on a promotional
tour for independent in-

surance agents, said.
"Many demands are
placed upon you. You
have little time for
anything else. My next
seven or eight years are
fairly well planned out.
If I were to do another
series, all those plans
would be out the
window."
Henry, a 15th century
Portugese prince, is "a
man that the world
doesn't know very much
about," Burr said. "He
started most of the
great explorations of the
world."

Fruit- Baskets shipped nationwide, Gorilla-Grams,
Balloon Bouquets. Rent-AClown or Monkey. Cakes
Free Delivery. VISA & MC.
753-9200

Face
Brick
Start At

$13501tr

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

1000

Vowel! &
Son Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301

p

o

SLIGHTLY Irregular
bathroom wallboard4'x8'. $7.95 ea. MidSouth Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Parts; 6422552.
WANTED: someone lo
take over membershipin Ken-Bar 'Inn Resort
Club at Kentucky Lake.
NO down payment. Just
assume monthly dues of
$51.72 per month. Unable to continue due to
health reasons. Call
753-8558 in Murray.

MIDDLE age man
wants to correspond
with unemployed lady
18 to 35 who wants to
relocate. Box 702, Parmould, Ark. 72451.
NORTH 641 Craft &
Flea Market, Murray,
Ky. Now open weekends
(spaces available). For
information call 7534566.

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
- showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds Pont Cad Steck

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
35 Latin
conjunction
38 Danish measure
1 Opening
37 Guide
4 Slumber
9 Solemn promise 39 Channels
42 Organs of
12 Ventilate
hearing
13 Kind of beer
14 Retirement-plan 43 River Islands
44 Fruit
mitt.
46 Middle East
15 Delaying
peninsula
17 Spanish pots
48 Flying Insect
19 Doom
51 Sum up
20 Bad
52 Small bottles
21 Twirl
54 Born
23 Russian tea
55 Dance step
urns
58 Roman official27 Liquid measure 57 Female: colloq.
29 Same as
DOWN
30 Italy: abbr.
31 Abstract being
1 Aerlform fluid
32 Choice part
2 Be III
34 Resort
• 3 Gains
ACROSS

NER MAL,WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE LIKE ME
WHEN YOl.) GROW DP?

Answer to Previous Puzzle

0000 0110 0E110M
1JOj D o Ego Linj
000 Mo1010 00
00 11000 010 00
MO0D0 061000
00000 000 01W0
IMMO 000 DUO
0100 000 000D0
000 000U
faini OM 00121U 30
1200 IMMO 6100
00100000000000
IRMO 001ZJ 00013
4 Narrow opening
5 Paths
8 Urge on
7 College degree:
abbr.

8 Incites to anger
9 Pretentious
rural residence
10 Anglo-Saxon
money
11 Existed
18 Diminish
.18 Animated
20 Send forth
21 Slumber
22 One of
Columbus's
ships
24 Place In line
25 More mature
26 Asterisks
28 Pertinent
33 Limbs
34 Scorching
.36 A continent
38 Athletic group
40 Smoothes
, 41 Short period
45 Gaelic
48 Weaken
• 47 Mountain on
Crete
48 Siamese native
49 Beverage
50 Lamprey V
53 Cyprinold fish

IMM =MEW MAI
MOM MEM= MEM
MEM= MOM
MINIM ME=
NM= MEMEMIIMM
MEMEM MEMO WM
MINI NMI= MUM
NM ME=
MEMMEMME MINIM
MIME NMI=
MM.= MEMMEMM
dUN 1011111111 MOM
MUM MOM= MEM

•EMMEN

-err

Breakfast
Now Being
Served
Friday & Saturday
11 p.m.-2 a.m.

DeVanti's
Chestnut Street
Murray
5. Lost and Found
14 Ytt. old female
mixed Sheltie.-type dog.
Missing since Jan. 23.
Call 753-6926 with any
Information.
6. Help Wanted
EXCELLENT income
for home assembly
work'-Fr -info% '-ea41504441-0315.
LIFE house now accepting applications for
volunteer counselors.
Deadline to turn in
application is Feb 8.
For more information
753-0700
need 3-5 local
people to train for
. management id large
national company.
Need not relocate.
Please send 'rem-time
with references to P,O.
Box 630 Muini3i; Ky.

I.

6. I

RES
want
ployi
Stati
wa,rd

reall
prov
supe
I ng
s t
Quail
of c
perie
of e
must
StaU
plica
ment
n am
telep
three
the
mat
post
live
Boun
M SU
42071,
For
or a
call
MF.
TAIT
time
comfy
resu
Mum

TETI

Sumr
The
iverst
Proje4
posi
Sc let
MaTh
S.pe
-comr
e x p
Qua
bathe
year
perie
must
Stater
plicat
ment,
colleg
the rig
telephi
refers
abov
mate
postr
liver
• Bound
MSU,
- 42071;
For ft
.or ap
call 5

WW1'
early
Drutht
- tion
Apply!

9. Sit

UTIT

cleanli
depend
supp
" 759-460
call all

,175-1711

vices.
call '7
4-7 m.
MOTEl
old wi
home.
Call
753-8255
PERS
perienc
do any
tive re
large c
& del
availat
prices.
ment
evening
WILL
home
Expel

ferenceWILL
my hot
Call 753.
WILL
babysit
4886 aft(
WILL
ing. 7 y
Deper
ferences
WILL
ing. 7 y
Deper
ferences
WTI=
home.0
7731711
babysitti
or yours
Will do
refereno
afternom
13. For

GEORG
Son. We
sell us
appliaric
For sale
ref riger
washers
bunk b
beds, bl
dinette r
chair set
couche!
bookcasi
and dish(
Shopping

The 0
bids bit
1. Real
2. Aut

pamag
„a...Ccun
4. Mob

5. Publ
6: Law

2. Chub
8. I3.onc
Specifio
clerk's
Poplar
1:00 p.1

Holmes
!gayer
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6. Help Wanted

ii

1 1 . Instruction
24. Miscellaneous
32 Apts for Rent
46. Homes for Sale
50.Used Trucks
53. Services .Offered
53. Services Offered . 53. Services Offered
RESWENT -advisors
senior math majorMZIJ
SUPER Tuner 3
IMYPtF
1
'SticI house. NIT
X
apt.
'7RR,
wanted. Summer em- will tutor any math Pioneer car stereo,
ivera.0 GUTTERING by Sears.
SHOLAR Plumbing &
washer
basemen
&
dryer
t
with
hookup,
1 BR 350 auto , ps. pb. air. Sears continuous
ployment. The Murray subject through calcu- Rockfort Fostate
gutPAINTING
Electric. Call 437-4740
stove, private drive &
upairs apt & 2 'BR Good
State University Up- lus I. Call 759-4429.
condition. Call ters installed for your
punch, 40 amp. TS 6906 carpor
TRWEATTS Alternagarage apt. "Located 753-9181 or 753-8124.
t. Married
ward Bound Project has
specifications. Czill
Pioneer speakers, 2 way
tor, Generator & Starter
00 pets. $155 11/2 block from hospi- 1978 FORD
8 positions open forPioneer tweeter& Must couple._
F-150, 6 Sears 753-2310 for free
Service (rebuilt & redeposit, -$200 per Month. tal, 713 Elm
Call cylinder, auto.
resident advisors to 14. Want to Buy
estimate
.
sell together. Call 751)- Call
$1200.
paired) Route 51. Almo.
502-395-4756.
492-8174.
INTERIOR
provide in-residence
Call after 6p m.
4877 between 4 & 8p.m.
KY, 42020 Shop
CE comBR
2 bath apt
ENJOY country living 436-2834.
EXTERIO
R
supervision and tutor- 30 -PI
WHIRLP
OOL microwave Central
memorative half dollar
I 502)753-8742.
heat & air, with city conveniences.
PAINTING
ing for high school
1978 INTERNATIONAL
oven with 700 watts cookAlumi
num
S tudents. set. Will.pay $2000 & up. ing power, Only $4.50 washer & dryer hook- 2 BR, ranch style brick
&
conventional 350 cumIrrigation Residential
Qualifications: 2 years Also, United States week. Rudolph Goodyear. up. Stove, refrigerator 1400 sq. ft., 11/2 baths, mens engine, recent
Service Co.
WALLPAPERING
& water furnished. Near carport, fireplace inCAMPBELL WELL
of college and ex- proof & mint sets. 753-0595.
Aluminum and vinyl
overhaul: 1975 Fruehuf
753-4330.
Universit
y. 753-3949.
sert, other extras.
perience in supervision
DRILLING
42' reefer, ribbed
siding. Custom trim
2 BR Olive St. 1 BR near Located on 1 acre, in
25. Business Services
of students. Applicants 15. Articles for Sale
McKenzie Tn
aluminum floor, kern•
work.
Refer
MSU. Adults, no pets, Lynngrove, $42,000. Call
must submit a Murray
Call Collect
lite walls 436-2837
Call Will Ed Salley,
lease & deposit. Call 762-6330 (work) or 753State University apMIKE HODGE'S
901 352 3671 or
1981
GMC
pickup34.006
753-061
9
753-9208 after 4p.m.
9295 (home).
plication for employ901 352 5704
TAX SERVICE
miles, extras. Day 753*FREIE ESTIMATES*
2 BR apt. for rent, stove FOR sale by owner. Will
ment, resume, and the
Free Estimates
Enrolled To Practice
4703, night 759-1274.
INSULA
TION blown in
& refrigerator fur- sell or trade for house &
name, address and
liefore The IRS. Bachelor
by Sears TVA apWET BASEMENT' We
nished, ,first floor. 13th
lot or acerage. Property 1984 TOYOTA
telephone number of
4x4. Ex- proved. Save on those PAINTING- make
Degree in Accounting at
& Olive, $250 a month, Is located in Murray tra cab,
wet basements
three references. All of
SR5
sport
Murray
State.
8
years
of
high heating and cool- peperhanging, dry. Work completely
references & deposit near dowtown, hospital truck.
the above application
Desks, files, chairs,
Low
mileage
.
comme
experience preparing Ining bills. Call sears
rcial- re- guaranteed Call or
required. No pets. Call dr schools. Is now being perfect
material must be
condition, 753- 753.2310 for free sidential. Free esfolding tables, etc.
dividual, Buskins, Partner
write Morgan Conused as single family 1342 or
753-0859.
postmarked or de436-5529 ask for estithate.
timates.
References 25 struction Co. Rt. 2. Box
ship, and Corporate
livered to Upward.
2 BR apt., dishwasher, dwelling with 4 BR & 2 Eric.
yrs
experience_
JOINER'S Tree Ser409A, Paducah, Ky
Boun4, Catlin House,
returns. Low rates and
garbage disposal, baths (2600 sq. ft.). 3
vice. 30 years ex- Tremon Farris 759-1987
42001 or call 1-442-7026
MSU, Murray, KY
washer, dryer, stove, bay garage & garage 51. Campers
hundreds of satisfied
perience. Also bucket
WILL
42071, by Feb. 28, 1985.
-LE 11-whitei-c77
refrigerator, lease & apartment. This proclients. NOw preparing
CHEVR
OLET
motor truck for hire. Call
For further information
sand, lime, rip rap and
deposit. 1413 Hillwood perty is zoned for home,
returns day or night call
fully
self con- 753-0366
masonary sand, coal.
or application forms,
Dr. Call after 4p.m. business. For appoint759-1425
for
tained, $4000, will trade.
1016 Jefferson
an
ment call 753-7307.
dirt, gravel, fill sand
call 502-762-4327. EOE
759-101.9.
Call
appointme
436-2506
nt.
Paducah, Ky.
Call Roger Hudson
MF.
2 BR partially fur- GATESBOROUGH,
Professional
large 4-BR, two story, 2 52. Boats15 Years Experience,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
442-4302
SALES positions, part
nished, $115 per month
Motors
JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- Call 759-4986.
1/2 baths, Murray,
time or full time. High
References, Free
Stump
Remova
l
22
INBOAR
commissions paid. Send FIBERGLASS Panels. vice. Short forms still
FURNISHED, 2 BR freshly decorated. .3,445
Estimates.
Service
resume to Box 830 (white or green), 8'- $7.50, long forms $15 apts. Newly - decorated, sq. ft. Owner 753-8052 fiberglass bOat. Tandon
and
trailer,
up
$2000,
will
(inclu
trade.
for
des
appointm
ent.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
$ 4 . 7 5 ; 10'-$5 .85 ;
wall to wall carpet.
Call 474-2774
Call 436-2506.
TEACTIERS wanted. 12'-$6.95. Mid-South tederal & State). In Phone 753-4494
'47. Motorcycles
trome service for
or 474-2741
Summer employment. Wholesale Building; 342
COUPLE of female
53. Services Offered
*Boxing
ROOFING Plumbing,
The Murray State Un- East Washington; elderly or shut-ins. Call graduate students will 1983 YAMAHAIT 175. 1
489-2440
*Frami
between
ng
Siding,
8a.m
APPLI
ANCE
Additions.
LEE'S CARPET
iversity Upward Bound Paris; 642-2552.
share a 3 BR house near mile south on 121, 8 to 5,
SERVICE. Kenmore, CLEANING For all Painting, General Car*Barn Posts
Project has 5 teaching FRENCH provencial 8p.m. for appointment MSU and downtown. 753-5433or information.
positions open in sofa, love seat, 3 chairs.
1984 HONDA 250, excel- Westinghouse, your carpet & upholst- pentry. P.A. Molony Co
*Fence Posts
RESUME disertation- 753-6577 or call collect lent
Whirlpool. 22 years ery cleaning. For a free 753- 8628 . Free
Science, Gqimpte_tg,
..1/1107.1
„4/Z.K3ll1y..
_At _lamps*Treatedlumber
•
pence-.'.' Patti
-e'slIhTlite"
Vitt '1'..ingOage Arts, Swedish modern din- word•processing;•'Pro5;' DUPLEX- In - Nor- Call 753-7627.
15115ef.' Estimates.
service. Bobby Hopper
Satisfied references..
*Metal Roofing
Speech. Salary is ning room suite (chairs, fessionaly prepared and thwood. $285. per month.
Bob's Appliance Ser- LICENSED Electrician
48. Auto Services
commensurate with table, & hutch)-. Sofa, returned to you by mall; Call 759-4986.
*Farm
Hardware
Excutiv
e
vice,
Secretarial
202 S. 5th St. for residential and
e xperience. Lowery organ & 6 piece
NICELY furnished 1 BR 1981 OLDSMOBILE. de- Business
753-4872,
commerc
Qualifications: bedroom suite. Call Service, Lexington Ky. apartme
436ial.
Heating
nt. Inquire' at isel engine, runs good, 5848 (home).
606-276-4523.
•
and air condition, gas
bachelor's degree and 3 753-1558 or 753-4044.
still in car. Call 489-2184
100 S. 13th St.
APPLIANCE" REPAIR: installation and repair.
years teaching ex- MASONITE siding, SHIRLEY-ITATTS-"rxx
after 5p.m.
NOW
accepti
ng
apSERVICE
- Federal and
Factory
perience. Applicants 4'x8'- reg. $10.75 on sale
2-14' SNOW tires & Tappan, authorized for Phone 753-7203
Kelvinator and
must submit a Murray $9,75 ea. Midr'Sputh_ state tax returns plications for one, two & wheels
Free Estimates
to
fit
3
BR
a.
apts.
Dodge,
Call
759-4984.
Brown. Service on' gas
State- University ap- Wholesale Building; 342 prepared your place or
759-1983
$30.
Call
753-3711.
TAKING
For
applications
T.V. & antenna
and electric ranges.
plication for employ- East Washington; mine. No extra charge!
Free pickup and deliv- for Section 8. Rent GOOD reconditioned microwaves, disrepair on all brands of
ment, resume, official Paris; 642-2552.
Industrial Drive
REWING Machine ReSubsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 batteries, guaranteed, hwashers, reery. Phone 438-5574.
college transcripts, and MAYTAG
TV's. 26 years exwasher,
pair.
Murray, Ky.
$15.
All
Call
makes
753-3711.
BR
and
Apply Hilldale
frigerators, etc Earl
the name, address, and almond,
perience.
good condition.
models-Industrial.
ComApts., Hardin, Ky. INSTANT credit, 9(5 Lovett, 354-6956 or 753Phone
759-1099
telephone number of 4 Also, new
Richard W. Jones
Lazy boy
home and commercial
E qual Housing days same as cash. 5341.
petitive prices. Same
references. All of the
swivel rocker recliner.
Tax Service
38
yrs.
experien
ce.
Master
Opportun
All
Muffler & Brake
ity.
day service.
above application
Call 753-9693.
work guaranteed. KenConfidential professional
631 S. 4th. Contact.John
material must be
Call
Aluminu
5 7.Wanted
m
and
Vinyl
neth
USED
Barnhill,
refrige
rator,
753-2674,
Hoskins.
service. BS in accounting postmarked or desiding and Aluminum
Stella. Ky. .
WOOD, any type. up to,.
with 14 years experience
livered to Upward frostfree. Very good
33. Rooms for Rent
49. Used Cars
trim for all houses. It
WALLPAPERING• re- 4' long & 12" diameter. 4
Bound, Gatlin. House, condition. Must sell.
in preparing personal,
ROOMS near campus 1975
Call
753-3481.
asonable
stops painting.
rates Phone
mi. S. of, Murray on 641,
MSU. Murray, KY
DATSL N. Rough
business and farm returns
Boys only. Call 753-5561..
753-1983 or 753-6178.
753-1586
753-9251.
body, engine needs light
42071, by Feb. 28, 1985. WRITIMPUOLWav7-air, y
94
Jack
West
Glove
and
r
work. Cheap. Call 753For further information washer with 4 cycles.
212 Main Street
34. Houses for Rent
Oaks Road
753-1873
or application forms, Only $6.00 per week.
8260.
Murray, Ky.
Call
753-3215
appointfor
2 BR house, $200 a 1976 PONTI
call 502-762-4327. EOE Rudolph Goodyear, 753AC Bonment day or night.
0595.
month plus deposit. Call neville. 61.000
MF.
actual CAR need repairs
?
753-6156. ,
1 ft remiles, full power & air.
WANTED, person for WHIRLPOOL
trees? Topping, prun3 BEDROOM house in Good condition, $1100. We'll repair it now, you
early morning shift at frigerator with textured 2 6 . TV -Radi
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
can
pay
o
later.
Master ing, shaping, complete
Murray. Call 753-5561.
Call 762-2750.
Druthers for prepara- steel door. Only $8.00 per
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Muffler & Brake 631 S. rerhoval and more. Call
tion &rbiscult making. week. Rudolph Goodyear /5 SYLVANIA console 6 ROOM house, Also,
4th. Cont.act John
BOVER'S TREE
753-0595.
TV.
Call
753-5933.
room
house, 2 story, - 1977 BUICK Park Hoskins.
Apply in person.
SERVICE for Pro20 YEARS
$235, city. 2 BR, Col- Avenue,
•
loaded, local
16. Home Furnishings
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Electric is now re- fessional tree care.
K PERIE IV I
SOLID WOOD CABINETS EA
dwater. 2 BR Graves car,
•
70,000 miles. 1970 winding electric motors. 753-0338.
RAISED
PANEL
County.
DOORS
•
14x65 REDMON mobile
New duplex, Chevrolet Caprice,
9. Situation Wanted
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
ex- Call 753-9104.
ODD job specialist,
dryer with 3 temp selec- home. Set-up in Fcx city, .2 BR near lake. 3 cellent
GUNCASES • MANTLES •
mechanical ERNIE'S Grarage. ceiling fans, electrical,
BOOKCASES •
GENERAL house tions. Only $4.00 per Meadows. Call 753-6420.
Room apt., $135. Cole.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS •
VANITIES
condition. 759-1659 after Complete auto repair.. plumbing, fencing. You
cleaning. Experienced, 'week. Rudolph (oodyear,.
CUSTOM
BUILT
manRe
FURNITURE I& FURNITURE REFINISHI •
al Estate & 6:30p.m.
1979 WINSTON 75x14, 3
NG
Call 753-7347.
name it, I do it. You
COMPETITIVE
dependable, references 753-0595.
Dro. Sy & Eas Our Dlaipley •
be: Will sell with or Property Management. 1977TOYOTA, snow
buy, I install. You
supplied. R,hone
753-9898.
without targe lot and 2
tires, runs good, $600.
Main Murray, Ky.
break, I fix. Call 436759-4804. If no answer 24. Miscellaneous
We do custom
bay body shop. Like
753-5940:
• 1712
1972 Plymouth, new tires,
2868.
37. Livestock-Supplies
call after 4p.m.
a framing.
4•
•
• •
•
•
•
•
•
• •
•
••••
ANTIQUE oak wall new. Call 437-4920.
.T-1OUSr cleaning ser- phone. Also, glass 1982 EL CONA 14x70, I 300 BALES of hay, $2.00 new brakes, radiator, a
753 8298
S500. Will trade. Call
vices. For information _showcase.
a
Call 753-4330.
BR. 1 bath, Whirlpool a bale. Call 435-4237.CARTER STUDIO
436-2506.
call 762-4015 between
COMPLETE 5 piece appliances, fireplace, FESCUE Hay. 125 1978
300 MAIN ST SUITES.
4-7p.m. ask for J.L.
DATSUN 280Z.
drum set, $700. Call central air & heat, low bales, $1.50 each. Call
1 North 3rd Entrance a
Best offer. Day 753-4703
MOTHER of two year before 5p.m.
S
ai
electric bills, storm 753-7497.
759-4822.
night 759-1274.
old will babysit in my
windows
,
underpin
EXTERIOR solid core
ned, GRAIN fed - -calves, 300FENCE sales at Sears
19/6 15LDS 98 Regency
home. Have references.
door units- $60.00. Doors storage building. See in E00 lbs. .45 cents a lb.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Call after 4p.m.
43,000
miles,
4
dr.,
Fox
Meadow
s. Call Grain fed cow .25 cents
only $5.00 and up.
for free estimate for
753-8255.
loaded.
„Day
753-1703
,
after
6p.m.
759-1831.
Mid•South Wholesale
a lb. Weened calves all
your needs.
night 759 1274.
PERSON with ex- Buildin
g; 342 East 1984 Buccaneer 14x70, kinds all sizes. Call
FORREST Construcperience would like to Washingt
1979
CHEVY
Luv
on; Paris; 642- step-up kitchen, 2 BR, 2 753-3625.
tion. All types of condo any kind of automo- 2552.
wheel drive truck, am
bath, central heat & air,
struction & remodeling.
tive repair. No job too
fm,
nice
Call
435-1566 additions & new house
FOR advertising dishwasher, under- 41.Public Sales
large or small. Pickup
after 5p.m.
specialties, calendars, pinned and much more.
blue prints. Call
& delivery service
1980 CUTLASS, loaded. 753-9688.
magnetic signs. and Price reduced. Call
'
available. Reasonable politic
Excellent condition.
INSIDE .
al campaign 753-9644.
prices. For appoint$5300 or best offer. Call
materials, call Jim '73 CRITERION 12x80, I
ment call 759-1455 in
MOVING
THOMAS ELECTRONIC
753-8126.
Cain, Murray, Ky. BR, 1 bath, partially
evening
1984 Z28, charcoal
Phone 1502) 759-1602. furnished. Moving must
SATELLITE SERVICE
SALE
WILL babysit in my "You feel
metallic, T tops,:
no pain when sell. Phone 759-1608
REPAIR & SALE
home Mon.-Fri., days. you buy from
94 West to first x
after 5p.m.
loaded, like new, 21 mpg
Cain."
Experience & reHwy.94., Lynnville, Ky.
road
past
KEROSENE heaters!'
old -on the road. See 602
ferences. Call 753-5991.
S1,150 and up
Main or call 753-7307
7200 BTU $44.99, 9500 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
cemetery, right 2
WILL do babysitting in BTU
after 3p.m.
$49.99, 12,300 BTU / BEDROOM trailer,
502-382-2823
miles.
Follow
signs.
my home day & night. $59.99.
Wallin Hard- gas heat, in Hardin. Call
'80 CADILLAC Coupe
Open all hours until
Call 753-6043
ware, Paris, Tn.
759-1417.
D'Elegance, 12,000 mi. GENERAL
HOMK
WILL do evening NEED exhaust
sold out.
Excellent condition. REPAIR. 15 years
or brake 2 BR trailer, $150 a
exbabysitting. Call 759- work but short
Sewing
machine,
Also, 2 snow tires perience. Carpent
on cash? month plus deposit. Call
ry,
4866 after5
We have credit availa- 753-6156.
mounted on 6 slug concrete, plumbin
stereo outfit, trig,
do house
ean- ble. Master Muffler & 1 OR 3 BR, furnished.
Chevy wheels. Call roofing, siding. NO JOB
chem. dresses, TV,
ing. 7 years experience. Brake 631 S. 4th. Con- AC/natur
4892325.
TO
al gas. Shady
SMALL.
Free esdesks, hide-a-bed
Dependable. Re- tact John Hoskins.
Oaks 753-5209.
1982 FORD Bronco, timates. Days 753-6973,
ferences, Call 474-2292.
couch, bookcase,
OAK & hickory
black
nights
&
silver,
474-2278.
autofor rent. See
WILL do office clean- firewood. You, haul, $20
tent,
chickens,
matic. power/air, HAROLD'S Tree SerBrandon Dill, Dill's
ing. 7 years experience. a ritk. Call 437-4829.
chrome wheels. am-fm vice. Topping, cutting,
ducks & pony. Lots
Trailer Court. Must have
Dependable. Re- SEASONED firewoo
radio. Call 753-7160.
d- references.
trimming. etc. Also,
more. Priced to
ferences. Call 474-2292.
oak, hickory, mixed
1983 CHEVROLET clean-up work. shrubbsell.
sewing In my hardwoods $30/rick 29. Heating arid Cooling
Sllverado. Auto, power ery 8r over grown areas.
home. Call 759-1942.
delivered. Min. order 2
windows, ac, am -fm Fast, dependable sett
WOULD love to do ricks. Call John Boyer LARGE Ashley wood
radio. Good condition, vice. Insured. For free
stove, $150 firm. Call
babysitting in my home 753-0338.
Call 753-9693
estimates call 437-4607
'lour picture
7594663.
43. Real Estate
or yours. Call 759-9698.
SEASONED oak
will be in
Will do housecleaning, firewood. Also will -do 30. Business Rentals
DANK of Murray & Fm
DAILY
GOLD
a heart
&
SILVER
PRICES
references . Call 436-5806 tree trimming, remov
B.A. repossessed proGold
afternoons.
ing, and shaping 2 COMMERCIAL perties. Other listings_
like this!
Silver
shrubbery. Call buildings. One downMurray -Calloway Co
Closed
Closed
totvn, one on S. 4th St. Realty, 304
13. For Sale or Trade
753-5478.
N. 12th St. *Yesterday 304.00
Yesterday
6.28
Call
753-4494.
753-8145 or Ron Talent
SOLID oak new baby
Opened
GEORGE Hodge and
Opened
bed, tires- studded 14", 5 CAR shop for rent. 1 753-9894.
Son. We buy trade and recliner
Today
308.00
Today
6.49
s, bunk beds, mile east of -Murray. FOR sale, by owner.
sell used furniture, regular
Up
4.00
vacant lot & rental
Up
beds, carpets, Call 759-4845 after,5p.m.
Mail or bring in $6.25, the child's picture
.21
and
appliances and TV's. refriger
property across from
ators, framed FOR lease, 804 Olive
Compliments of:
name,
names of Grandparents along with a selfFor sale: used freezers, prints and
Murray Fire Dept. on
many other St., 3,000 sq. ft. of office
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
refrigerators, ranges, items.
addressed stamped envelope for the return
Poplar. Call 753-9251
Call 759-4194 space. 3 months free
of the
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
washers & dryers, used between 10a.m.7p.m. rent with 3 yr. lease.
original photo.
bunk beids, regular C&J Consignment,
753 7113
1413 Call collect: Wayne 44. Lots for Sale
beds, btgoiroom suites, Olive Blvd.
WO buy Gold
.Mayes 502-582-1400.
Silver 8. Dtornonds
15.5 ACRES completely
dinette suites, couch & STOCK size
HOU,t
10 813aoly 12 5 Sunday
aluminum 32.
fenced & in good paschair sets, odd chairs & storm
Apts
for Rent
windows- $21.25
ture, 6 miles from
How excited your grandchild will be
couches, shelves & ea.
when he sees
Mid-South Wholes- TIRED a big utility
Murray on paved road.
bookcases, pots, pans ale Building;
his picture in the paper on Valentine's
342 East bills? We have a nice 1 Stocked fish ponds &
Day! Limit
dishes.
and
#10 Dixieland Washington;
one child per heart!
Paris: 642- BR furnished apt. Call beautiful building sites
Shopping Center.
2552.
753-3949.
Call 753-2280.

JIM DAY
PAINTING
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BID REQUEST
The City of Murray is requesting sealed
bids on the following insurance coverages:
1. Real and Personal Property
2 Automobile Liability and _Physical
pamage
3.. Comprehensive General Liability_
4. Mobile Equipment
5. Public Officials Liability
6. Law Enforcement Liability
. Umbrella Liability
8. El
.ond1 s
•t
Specifications art'
in 'the City
Clerk's office, City Hall Building, S. 5th &a
Poplar Street. Bids will be received until
1:00 p.m. April 15, 1985.
Holmes Ellis
Maybr

GARAGE
SALE
(6 Party) Inside
Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
•Hwy. 94 East past R.R.
Crossings Qn the left.
Harrell's Farm Store
Old & new too, glass,
toys, new work socks, new'
childrens socks.

Deadline For Receipt Of Photos Is Feb. 11th.

•HOSPI1AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Proscriptions in City Limits

The Murray
Ledger &
Times

Suritanna
Sun Tan Studio

Classified Advertising
Department
P.O. bin( mei'
Murray, Ky. 42071
Ph. 753-1916

By Appointment
2 Miles bast Of Kirksey
On Hwy. 464
Jennie Alexander. 489:2694
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Church agencies report overwhelming support for hungry
••••

•

By GEORGE
W.CORNELL
AP Religion Writer

1.1.••••••10•10....-••••••••••••mmamommEmomm.a.

"I am doing this to
help the children.
Because I know I could
have been one of them.
And I would want help."

So wrote a young girl, children."
Manda, sending her $26
The letter and gift
of bank savings for typified the spontaneous
Ethiopian relief.
-outpouring of ,compas"It is nice to help," sion and generosity that
she wrote to Lutheran church agencies say has
World Relief. "Feed as welled among American
many children as you people, young and old,
can. God bless the to ease the travail in

sub-Sahara Africa.
Much of the response,
both large and small,
has come unexpectedly
from individuals and
groups rather than
through regular church
channels, simply people
stirred in their cons-

ciences to do something.
"It has been truly
overwhelming," says
Norma Kehrberg, head
of the United Methodist
Committee on Relief.
That impression of a
wave of instinctive, ac-

tive goodheartedness of
people across the country, wanting to help, has
been reported by the
various major church
relief organizations.
"American generosity has been overwhelming," says Lawrence A.

AIDS vaccine possible, believe scientists
NEWPORT BEACH,
Calif. AP — Scientists
moved closer to a possible vaccine against the
deadly AIDS vitus by
identifying for the first
time an antibody that
neutralizes it in' the
laboratorty, a prominent
researcher says.
The finding by
Maryland and
Massachusetts scientists .doesn't mean a
vaccine is possible, but
"it does prove man is
able to make a
neutralizing antibody"
to inactivate the AIDS
virus, Dr. Robert Gallo,

of the National Cancer
Institute in Bethesda,
Md., said Thursday.
Gallo, chief of the
NCI's Laboratory of
Tumor Cell Biology,
said the antibody
knocks out the ability of
the AIDS virus to infect
Cells. The AIDS virus attacks a type of white
blood cells called helper
T-cells, which help the
body ward off disease.
AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency syndrome, is marked by the
inability' of the body's
immune system to
resist disease.

Considerable
research must be done
to determine whether.
the -anti-AIDS antibody
will destroy the virus in
the human body as effectively as in human
cells grown in the
laboratory.
The antibody was
found to be particularly
prevalent in blood
serum taken from
healthy people who
carry the AIDS virus,
possibly explaining why
they don't develop the
disease even though
they are infected, said

Gallo, who headed one scientific conference
of two teams that an- sponsored by the City of
nounced discovery of Hope National Medical
the likely AIDS virus Center.
last April.
The so-called
The virus is known as "neutralizing antibody"
HTLV-3, the third of a was identified by Dr.
class of human viruses Marjorie Robert-Guroff
called human T-cell in Gallo's laboratory at
lymphotropic virus. the NCI and inHTLV-1 causes a form dependently by Dr.
of leukemia, or blood Martin Hirsch at
cancer.
Massachusetts General
The rece,nt discovery Hospital, Gallo said.
of the anti-AIDS
tibody has yet to be
published in a scientific
journal. Gallo mentioned it Thursday while
talking to reporters at a

Gasoline spill diluted
into sewers near Capitol

Blackbirds plaguing Somerset
SOMERSET,
: Ky
AP I. -; As many as
200.000 blackbirds were
killed, when detergent
was sprayed on a nearly
5-acre site, but more
than twice that many
rnaV have escaped. of
ficials said.
The spray was an attempt by state' and
federal wildlife agencies to eradicate as
many as 750,0 0 0
-blackbirds that- have
taken roost in the woods
near Somerset's
Maplewood subdivision.
.1

The . Somerset area operations in the same
has been a favorite area, said _Jim Aresley,
roosting place for environmental director
millions of blackbirds, for the Lake
starlings, grackles and Cumberland District
other birds for several Health Department.
years: More than 500,000
There was only
birds were wiped out limited success Wedneslast winter in two day night because
temperatures were in
sprays, officials said.
The current roosting the 40s, and the spray is
area covers about 11 most effective when the
acres, but the Wednes- temperature is in the
day night spray was on 30s, Wesley said.
about half of the
Federal game ofproperty.
ficials will attempt to.P
Officials plan at least get an accurate count of
two more spraying dead birds, but Wesley

estimated between
100,000 and 200,000
blackbirds were
eradicated. He
previously had said up
to 750,000 may be living
at the site.
"We'll watch the birds
... if-they come back to
the same place we
sprayed last night, we'll
spray there again. If
not, the risers (pipes
that spray the
detergent) will be moved to another area of the
roost," Wesley said.

Lewis undaunted by criticisms
HOUSTON (AP) —
Olympic_ gold medalist
Carl Lewis, who has.
been booed by spectators and criticized by
the press for his inaccessibility, says what
matters most is that he
is respected.

"Whether people like
or dislike me is one
thing," said Lewis, 23.
"As long as people
respect me, then I can't
ask for more. When you
can make. your own
decisions, you're doing
alright."

OBITUARIES
kridtvr:on funeral changed
Fhe funeral for Rufus p.m. Saturday from the
Rip ) Anderson has time previously
H
been changed to Sunday announced.
at p.m. in the chapel of
Mr. Anderson, 75, 606
the Blalock-Coleman Br9ad St., Murray, died
Funeral Home.
Wednesday at 5:15 p.m.
The Rev. Max Ander- at the Murray-Calloway
siln will officiate. County Hospital.
Nephews will serve as
He is survived by his
pallbearers.
wife, Mrs. Nell Walker
iiurial will follow in Anderson; one sister,
the Temple Hill Mrs. Paul Evans; two
'errietery
-brothers Fred
Friends may call at son
o n and James
the funeral home after 1 Anderson.

Lewis, who captured Sole Fun Run. He and
four gold medals in • his sister Carol are cotrack and field events at chairmen of the 3.1 mile
the 1984 Summer Olym- run scheduled for April
pics, spoke at a news 21, which benefits
conference Wednesday Houston's- American
for the 1985 Heart and Heart Association.

Reed nervous about role
NEW YORK (AP) —
Donna Reed says she's
still "very nervous"
about replacing another
actress on the CBS
television series
"Dallas," but admires
Miss Ellie, the
character she plays.
"I feel comfortable
with (the character of)
Miss Ellie, so I hope that
comes through," Miss
Reed said in an interview published Thursday in Parade
magazine.'She's one of
the few good female role
models On television.
She's strong and

Reached in Boston,
Hirsch confirmed the
discovery of the antibody. But he declined
further comment, except to say his findings
soon will be published in
a letter to the editor of a
medical journal —
which he declined to
identify — and will be
presented in April during an AIDS conference
in -Atlanta.

sturdy,"
Although she won an
Oscar for her role as a
prostitute in the movie
"From Here to Eternity," the 63-year-old actress is better known for
maternal roles, first as
the happy homemaker
in the 1960s "Donna
Reed Show" and now as
the kindly matriarch of
the Ewing clan, Miss
Ellie.
She was semi-retired
from 1966 until her big
- COTTleback in -Dallas,"
when she replaced Barbara Bel Geddes in the
part.

FRANKFORT, Ky. residents in about 150
(AP) — About 350 homes about keeping
gallons of gasoline spill- fumes from the spill outed --from - a—tank- --and- -11-de
He "Said riTd
firefighters were residents were
flushing the sewers to evacuated.
dilute the spill, officials
Casey said the
said,
Frankfort police and gasoline spilled when
sheriff's deputies Thurs- workers were replacing
day night closed several an underground tank at
streets and the Capitol a food market and the
Avenue bridge near the bottom of the tank fell
Capitol until the out. The spill occurred
flushing process was about 6 p.m.
completed.
Casey said workers
Duty officer Kenneth were able to recover
Casey with state about 940 gallons shortly
Disaster and Emergen- after the spill, but the
cy Services said rest seeped into the
firefighters advised sewers.

Pezzullo, executive
director of Catholic
Relief Services, which
says people have
donated $25 million to its
Ethopian Emergency
Fund in the last two
months.
That Wing impulse
also reportedly has profited some questionable
organizations doing little, if any, work in the
stricken region. But
contributions to the experienced, 1-ow overhead church agencies get to the needy.
Altogether, Ethiopian
aid by Catholic Relief
Services, Lutheran
World Relief and
Church World Service,
relief arm of the National Council of Churches embracing most
major Protestant and
Eastern Orthodox Churches, last year totaled
more than $30 million.
Administrative or
overhead costs for these
major church agencies
average less than 5 percent, far less than for
most aid organizations.
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1984 Chevrolet Surburban
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Motor, Loaded with Equipment.
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GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343

The church agencies
also have local channels, coordinated in
Ethiopia by a Joint
association.
The crisis there stirred various initiatives
at America grass roots.
An Iowa statewide
fund-raising drive backed by Gov. Terry
Branstad and
spearheaded by a major
newspaper, the Des
Moines Register, collected $668,000 for CWS
and CRS, $334,000 each.
In that productive
farm state of America's
"bread basket," the
plight of the starving in
Ethiopia has "really
touched people," says
the paper's editor,
James P. Gannon.
Noting that many of
Iowa farmers are
themselves in economic
distress, the Rev.
Stephen Orr, chancellor
of the Des Moines
Roman Catholic
diocese, said "some of
the hardest hit areas in
Iowa were the most
generous."

K AK STUMP REMOVAL
NO.. Can rernOtt• stumps Up

24 below the ground.
435 4343 or 435 4319.
We Now Haul Pit Grovel

to

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. alkorray

"Your Wedding
Story in Beautifitil
Photographs"

Prince prompts purple rage
NEW ORLEANS
1AP
You can still
buy purple underwear,
and there's a new shipment of purple sashes,
but anything else in purple was sold out well in
advance of tonight's
concert by rock dynamo
Prince.
"We're out of purple
belts," said Gina

Misenhelter, a sales
clerk at a shop catering
to young suburbanites."No purple
socks. No purple pant.S.
Out of purple sweaters,
too."
Purple is the color
associated with Prince
since his semi autobiographical movie
"Purple Rain."

Entertainer's wife gives birth
PROVO,Utah (AP) —
Entertainer Donny Osmond's wife, Debbie,
has given birth to the
couple's third child, a
son, a spokeswoman
says.
Brandon Michael Osmond weighed 8 pounds.
1 ounce when he was

born at 10:17 pIm. Tuesday, said spokeswoman
Jennifer Van Ryn. Mrs.
Osmond, 25, returned to
the Osmonds' Provo
home with the new arrival.Thursday.
The Osmonds have
two other boys, Donald,
5, and Jeremy, 3.

CLASSIC FILM RENTALS
(Inside Crass Furniture)

Int
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by
Professional
Photographer

NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED
Choose From Over 1,000 Titles
Comedy
War & Western
Family
Adventure
Drama
Horror

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

Crass Furniture

WELLS STUDIO

103 S. 3rd

753-3621

David Celaya
216 E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
OPEN TJJES.-FRI. 9-5
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.

